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Abstract
This thesis is constructed around the theme of all-optical ultrafast sig-
nal processing techniques to tackle the bandwidth limitation of elec-
tronics in the context of serialised time encoded imaging. Two sets of
approaches are taken to develop these processing methods. The first
approach is the all-optical emulation of pattern identification functions
such as multiplication (AND gate) and subtraction (XNOR gates) for
ultrafast imaging systems. The second approach focuses on all-optical
pattern extraction methods such as edge detection using the Hilbert
transform (HT). To accomplish the objectives, a combination of linear
and nonlinear optical platforms such as the dispersive Fourier Trans-
form (FT) in single-mode fibres and the four-wave mixing (FWM) pro-
cess in highly nonlinear fibres (HNLFs) are exploited.
First, a novel technique for correlation of 1-D information encoded onto
the intensity spectrum of ultra-short pulses is presented. The informa-
tion is mapped to the time-domain using dispersion and then mixed
with a spectrally engineered broadband pump using FWM to create a
narrow bandwidth idler, which is then filtered and electronically inte-
grated.
The concept is then expanded to perform processing of 2-D opaque in-
tensity and transparent phase images by simulating a physical ultrafast
temporal imaging system, the STEAM camera. Similar to the proposed
correlator, the intensity system exploits FWM to perform multiplica-
tion. However, the phase system utilises the ability of the FWM process
to subtract phase information and exhibits a higher extinction ratio
compared to the intensity system. Unlike previous methods, the so-
lutions in this thesis provide all-optical functionality at every stage of
processing.
The performance of both systems in the presence of noise is inves-
tigated, where the phase system has shown to be highly robust. The
demonstrated frame rate of the experimental implementation, 20 MHZ,
and the simulated systems, 100 MHz, is only limited by the accumu-
lated dispersion required to perform the frequency-to-time mapping.
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vThrough studying all optical processing using FWM mixing it became
apparent that the spectrally encoded images would be most effective
if carried by a comb of coherent laser lines rather than a continuous
spectrum ultrashort pulse. Hence, the thesis next studies signal pro-
cessing using integrated comb sources. First, a temporal microwave
photonics Hilbert transformer based on transversal filtering technique
is demonstrated. The optical source used is a CMOS-compatible inte-
grated nonlinear microring resonator frequency comb. The comb source
allowed the design of filters with up to 20 taps with high stability. To
experimentally demonstrate the temporal transformer, it is applied to
an RF Gaussian pulse with intensity FWHM of 0.12 ns with an excellent
agreement between the measured and the simulated results.
Having shown that photonic signal processing can be achieved using
comb sources and in particular that a Hilbert transform can be imple-
mented, the thesis then explores the use of comb sources and Hilbert
transform techniques for edge detection. First, a 2 tap Hilbert trans-
form, which is ideal for edge detection is conceived and numerically
analysed. The 2-tap Hilbert transform was used to perform edge de-
tection of temporal signals after detection by a fast photodiode. This
is the first reported case of the all-optical temporal Hilbert transform
for edge detection applications.
Finally, inspired by the transversal 2-tap Hilbert transform, a proof of
concept simulation is demonstrated that exploits the FWM process to
implement an all-optical scheme for direct edge detection of spectral
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The demand for ultrafast imaging tools
Numerous fast dynamic events are happening around us and studying them
is of great interest to the scientific community. For example, in mechanical
physics, cutting edge research requires studying rapid events such as super-
sonic shock waves, and explosions covering centimetres in ns scale [1]. In
genetics, e.g. gene modification using laser surgery [2], the effects of laser
ablation need to be understood with significant phenomena occurring on the
sub-ns timescale. When studying the living cells, the process of biochemi-
cal waves travelling in cells and living tissues needs to be scrutinised with
reactions occurring on the time scale of a few ns [3].
Other important applications requiring the perception of rapid dynamic
events include studying neural activity, such as imaging neurones of the visual
cortex [4]; and in medical diagnosis , real-time characterisation of a large
cell population using flow cytometry is crucial, for example, for detection of
leukemic cells in the blood flow [5]. While it is possible to use traditional
techniques to interrogate such cells, the extraordinarily large number of cells
in biological systmes woul require ultra-fast imaging in order to be able to
screen the entire population in a practical time-frame.
To study these events, high-speed imaging tools are needed, especially in
small scale or microscopy; because, in microscopic phenomena, even slow-
moving events demand high temporal resolution [6, 7]. Optical imaging tools
are of keen interest, because, due to their non-intrusive nature they are less
likely to damage sensitive specimens such as biosamples [8].
1
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Optical Imaging tools and their limitations in imaging fast dynamic
events
Several high-speed optical imaging tools have been developed and commer-
cialised to address this great demand. Conventional CCD (charge-coupled
devices) [9] or CMOS (complementary metaloxidesemiconductor) cameras
[10] are widely employed in optical imaging technology, offering a high spa-
tial resolution at low cost. However, their typical frame rates range from
30Hz to several KHz [9]. The fundamental limiting factor for these cameras
is that at high frame rates fewer photons are detected, hence compromising
the sensitivity [7]. Also, these systems can have relatively high background
noise and thus integration is required to achieve an acceptable signal to noise
ratio.
The fastest CCD camera operates at 1-MHz frame rate [9] which is
achieved by compromising the spatial resolution. CCD cameras also require
a high power illuminator which renders it unsuitable for certain applications
such as studying living cells [6].
There exist fast imaging techniques which exhibit robust performance
for capturing fast dynamic events. Pump-probe imaging technology [11] is
one such technique. The pump excites the sample and the probe measures
changes in the sample as a function of delay. By tuning the delay across
multiple measurements, it is possible to characterise the temporal response
of the sample to the pump, provided that the process is linear and repeatable.
Another interesting method is the framing streak camera [12, 13] which only
provides a few frames in bursts. While both of these methods offer great tem-
poral resolution, excellent for measuring non-random and repeatable events
such as the relaxation dynamics in materials [14], they are not suitable for
imaging parallel simultaneous events in real-time applications.
Temporal-imaging tools
Inspired by fibre optics techniques, such as the dispersive Fourier trans-
form (FT) [7], real-time time-stretch imaging techniques [8, 15] such as the
STEAM camera [6, 15] have been developed to overcome speed limitation
of CCD and CMOS cameras. They operate by copying the features of the
specimens onto the spectra of ultra-short pulses and then serialising them
into the time-domain by means of propagation through dispersive media.
Time-stretch imaging techniques have been employed in many applica-
tions involving understanding of fast phenomena. A typical application is
ultrahigh-throughput single-cell imaging and characterisation which is capa-
ble of imaging approximately 100, 000 cells per second, enabling study and
2
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diagnosis of minuscule structures of a diverse range of biological cells [8].
While a STEAM camera performs the ultrafast imaging, signal processing
technologies are required, for example in this specific application, to perform
cell characterisation and fine image processing. However,due to the ultra-
fast nature of the STEAM signals, the processing of the information cannot
be directly performed in the electronic domain. All-optical preprocessing is
necessary to reduce the signal volume so as to be suitable for the current
electronic processing technologies.
1.1 Impetus and objective
Although the ultrafast data rate (the high temporal resolution) of time-
stretch cameras enables the study of ultrafast and microscopic events, the
storage and processing of the enormous amount of fast real-time data they
produce is challenging. For example, in a typical frame rate of the STEAM
camera is 40 MHz with a resolution of 2500 pixels [6]. This translates to 100
GHz of real-time data stream, which is very hard to process electronically in
real-time or store for further oﬄine analysis. To address this issue, either the
data rate of these cameras must be slowed down so real-time processing is
possible, or they only can operate for several seconds or a few minutes in real-
time until the electronic storage bottleneck has been reached. This provides
an excellent impetus to develop all-optical techniques which are capable of
processing the output of temporal imaging systems in real-time.
For intuitive understanding of the processing techniques that can poten-
tially tackle the electronic bottleneck, it is useful to imagine them as two ab-
stract groups. One group that is capable of performing some sort of pattern
recognition, alerting the user when the valuable information arrives, thus
only at the presence of vital data, the limited resources of electronic pro-
cessing and storage are engaged. Another category could be based on data
extraction. For example, in certain images, relevant information is stored on
the edges of the image. This would be particularly valuable for analysing
a moving object, that is, to obtain information of its presence, its location,
and the direction of its movement, without having to scrutinise all of the
detail of the object itself. Hence, an all-optical edge detection scheme could
extract the edges and only send them to sophisticated electronics, reducing
the amount of data which requires processing.
Of course, in practice, these techniques are not mutually exclusive. De-
pending on the application, a suitable combination of both methods may
need to be implemented. For example, edge detection can be followed by
pattern matching to detect all of the edges and then remove all but the
3
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essential ones of interest for subsequent digital electronic processing. .
This thesis uses the above two abstract categories as strategies to develop
optical methods in order to help electronics with the heavy signal processing
burden imposed by ultrafast imaging systems.
1.2 Thesis outline
Chapters 2 presents background for the original work that will be presented
in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
In Chapter 2, section 2.1 provides a brief theory of linear and nonlinear
pulse propagation in single-mode optical fibres, which is the foundation of this
thesis. Section 2.2, discusses the concept of space-time duality, and how it has
led to developing temporal imaging techniques such as the STEAM camera.
Section 2.3, reviews a previous approach to pattern matching of STEAM
signal and its limitations, in addition to other relevant optical methods that
can be exploited for processing of STEAM signals; for example, all-optical
comparison units such as nonlinear logic gates based on FWM.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 present the experimental and numerical results.
Chapter 3 starts with an experimental proof of concept demonstration of an
all-optical intensity correlator for 1-D STEAM signals. The 1-D pattern rep-
resents opaque intensity images such as barcodes. The FWM process is used
to mix the output of the emulated STEAM signals with an engineered refer-
ence (pump). The result is mapped onto the idler frequency which is simply
isolated using an optical filter. The filtered idler is then integrated electri-
cally. The maximum bandwidth of the electrical integrator is of the order of
the STEAM camera frame rate (here 20 MHz) which imposes no electronic
bandwidth limitations. The concept is advanced by simulating a physical 2-D
STEAM camera and applying our devised correlator on an opaque intensity
image of a circular object translating in a linear trajectory. Similar to the 1-D
system, the FWM process is used to multiply the STEAM signal with a refer-
ence pattern. Furthermore, the system is extended to show that it is capable
of pattern recognition of 2-D transparent phase images. The comparison of
the phase information is achieved by exploiting the capability of the FWM
process to subtract phase information. The integration of phase information
is performed using a structure, called the summing network, constituting an
interferometric circuit of delay lines. Both of the intensity and phase systems
perform detection all-optically, avoiding the constraints of digital processing.
The phase system enables processing of transparent STEAM images directly
for the first time and exhibits a much better extinction ratio compared to
the intensity system. Finally, the performance of the systems in the presence
4
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of the image noise is numerically investigated. The phase system exhibits an
impressive noise-insensitive performance.
Chapter 4, due to the promising stability and coherence of a frequency
comb source compared to a continuous spectrum source, proposes the suit-
ability of a frequency comb as the light source for the STEAM camera and
performs preliminary investigations of the use of comb sources as the basis of
transversal microwave photonics signal processing. Building on the current
techniques, a transversal all-optical HT is devised using an integrated fre-
quency comb source. The comb lines (taps) are used to sample the impulse
response of the HT in the frequency domain, and a dispersive medium is em-
ployed to map the frequency information into the time domain. An MZM is
used to convolve the HT with an input RF signal. The large number of comb
lines allows realisation of the HT with up to 20 taps. Thanks to the stability
of the comb source, this method excels the current fibre optics-based HTs,
in terms of bandwidth, stability, and integrability. It also confirms that the
comb source inherits enough stability and power to be used as a the light
source for the STEAM camera.
Chapter 5 focuses on edge detection of STEAM signal. Inspired the de-
signed HT structure, edge detection of the STEAM signals is numerically
performed after conversion to the RF domain using a fast photodiode. This
appears to be the first proposal and analysis of an HT based edge detection
technique using fibre optic elements. Also, inspired by the transversal filter-
ing method, numerical simulation of an all-optical edge detection scheme for
spectrally encoded signals without the need for the frequency-to-time map-
ping, is presented. Two single-tone pumps are used to sample the impulse
response of the HT. The system not only applies to the STEAM signals but
can also potentially be employed for Sequentially Timed All-optical Mapping
Photography (STAMP) camera, enabling the transition to real-time terahertz
imaging systems.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents our conclusions and define a clear path for
further advancement of our research.
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In order to be able to understand the concepts involved in this thesis, it is
useful to first discuss the theory of pulse propagation in a nonlinear dispersive
medium such as a single-mode optical fibre, focusing on chromatic dispersion
and third order nonlinearity in optical fibre. These topic wil be discussed in
section 2.1. Understanding chromatic dispersion is essential in understanding
the STEAM camera operation in section 2.2, and understanding third order
nonlinearity is crucial for understanding FWM process which is a building
block for several all-optical nonlinear processing techniques being discussed
in section 2.3. FWM is of substantial importance in ultrafast all-optical
processing, and it been especially exploited in the setups presented in this
thesis.
2.1 Pulse Propagation in Optical Fibres
This section first presents the Maxwell’s equations followed by describing
the origin of nonlinearity in optical fibres. Then it explains how to use the
Maxwell’s equations to draw the equation governing pulse propagation in
optical fibres. Having drawn the pulse propagation equations, the effects of
chromatic dispersion and nonlinearity on pulse propagation in optical fibres
are studies. This is followed by studying the chromatic dispersion and its
effects of pulse propagation. Self-Phase Modulation and Cross-Phase Mod-
ulation are reviewed very briefly which are important phenomena resulting
from combination of nonlinearity and chromatic dispersion; however, they are
assumed to have minimal impact in pulse propagation in the setups of this
thesis so they are mentioned only briefly. Finally, nonlinear FWM process is
discussed.
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2.1.1 Maxwell’s equations
To be able to derive the equations governing the pulse propagation in a dis-
persive nonlinear media, it is necessary to start from the Maxwell’s equation
describing the basis of electromagnetic wave propagation.
Equations (2.1) to (2.5) express the four fundamental Maxwell’s equations
governing the electric and magnetic fields and their relationship [25].
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
(2.1)
∇×H = J + ∂D
∂t
(2.2)
∇ ·D = ρf (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.4)
E and H are electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively, and D and
B are corresponding electric and magnetic flux densities. In non-magnetic
media such as optical fibres we have J = 0 and ρf = 0.
The flux densities D, and B arise in response to the electric and magnetic
fields E, and H propagating inside the medium and are related to them via
ε0, the vacuum permittivity, and µ0, the vacuum permeability, inducing P,
the electric polarization, and M, the magnetic polarization respectively. This
can be expressed through the constitutive relations given by [25]
E = ε0D + P (2.5)
B = µ0H + M. (2.6)
Again, for non-magnetic media such as optical fibres, M = 0.
To derive the wave equations governing pulse propagation in optical fibre
Maxwell’s equations are the starting point. A wave equation can be drawn
by taking the curl of equation (2.1), and using equations (2.2), (2.5), and
(2.6) to obtain








where c = 1/
√
µ0ε0 is the speed of light in vacuum.
To complete the description, the relationship between the induced polar-
ization P and the electric field E needs to be understood. Hence, the fol-
lowing provides an illustration of the relationship between E, and P which
is the origin of the nonlinearity in optical media.
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2.1.2 Nonlinearity
As explained in the introduction, one of the objectives of this thesis is to
develop ultrafast all-optical processing techniques to help mitigate the signal
processing burden of electronics. Nonlinearity in single-mode fibres has been
harnessed as a building block of several of these optical processing methods.
A brief review of these methods is presented in section 2.3.3. In this section,
a theoretical review of nonlinearity in optical fibres is presented.
In the presence of intense light, the response of any dielectric, such as op-
tical fibres, becomes nonlinear. As a result, the total polarization P induced
by electric dipoles is not linear in the electric field E, but is governed by the
susceptibility of the medium [26, 27, 28].
P = ε0
(
χ(1) · E + χ(2) : EE + χ(3)...EEE + . . .
)
, (2.8)
The linear susceptibility χ(1) represents the dominant contribution to P.
The second-order susceptibility χ(2) is responsible for such nonlinear effects
as second-harmonic generation and sum-frequency generation [27]. However,
it is non-zero only noncentrosymmetric crystals, that is, in crystals that lack
inversion symmetry [27]. Since amorphous solids such as SiO2 glass exhibit
inversion symmetry, χ(2) vanishes for silica glass fibres as well as χ(4), and
χ(6). However, when defects in fabrication are present or when the incident
light is so intense that it can modify the inversion symmetry of the glass,
χ(2) could have tangible effects [26]. Since these conditions are not present
in the conditions assumed for this thesis, χ(2) is ignored. Hence, the induced




χ(1) · E + χ(3)...EEE
)
(2.9)
P (r, t) = PL (r, t) + PNL (r, t) (2.10)
The term χ(3) which is a third order nonlinearity is also known as Kerr
nonlinearity, causes third order nonlinear changes in the polarisation vector,
PNL = ε0χ
(3)...EEE, which itself gives rise to several nonlinear effects such
as Self phase modulation (SPM), Cross Phase Modulation (XPM) and Four
Wave Mixing.
Equations (2.9) and (2.10) provide the foundation for studying the third-
order nonlinear effects which is of the interest in this work. However, some
simplifications help to understand the nonlinear effects more easily and more
intuitively. For example the nonlinear induced polarisation, PNL, can be
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assumed to be much smaller that the linear portion PL (PNL  PL), which
is a valid assumption in silica fibres [26].
So, solving equation (2.7) with PNL = 0 in the frequency domain we have




and using the equality
∇×∇× E ≡ ∇(∇.E)−∇2E = −∇2E, (2.12)





which is in the form of the Helmholtz equation, a useful equation in deriving
nonlinear equations in optical fibre.
2.1.3 Pulse-Propagation in Single-Mode Fiber
The theoretical basis of this work rotates around pulse propagation in disper-
sive fibres, such as in the STEAM camera, and pulse propagation in nonlinear
fibres, such as for ultrafast optical processing. Hence, it is useful to first re-
view the theory of pulse propagation in a nonlinear dispersive single-mode
optical fibres.
Pulse propagation
To drive an equation that governs the propagation of optical pulses in disper-
sive, nonlinear optical fibres, starting from equation (2.7) and using equations













Different modes corresponds to the different spatial distribution of optical in-
tensity across the fibre determined by solving the Maxwells equation. Since
in this thesis the optical field propagates through single-mode fibres, only
the equations governing wave propagation in single-mode condition are pre-
sented. There are two main transverse modes of a single-mode fibre. The
polarisations could be along aˆx or aˆy. Assuming that the fundamental mode
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is linearly polarized along aˆx, an electric field propagating through a single-
mode fibre can be expressed by
E˜(r, t) = A(z, t)exp[−(x2 + y2)/w2]exp[iβ(ω)z] · aˆx, (2.15)
which is approximated by a Gaussian distribution, where w is the width of
the Gaussian distribution of (2.15). A(z, t) is a slowly varying pulse envelope.
Simplifications
Usually nonlinearity and dispersion in optical fibres exhibit tangible effects
when the pulse bandwidth goes above 0.1THz and becomes more prominent
as the bandwidth increases. In this work, the optical bandwidth is ≈ 1THz.
However, due to complexity, some simplifications are needed before proceed-
ing to derivation of the nonlinear pulse propagation equation in single-mode
optical fibres:
 As discussed before, PNL is assumed to be much smaller than PL,
which is justified in silica fibres where changes in the refractive index
are much smaller than the actual refractive index due to the presence
of intense optical power.
 The optical field is assumed to maintain its polarization along the fibre
length so that a scalar approach is valid. This assumption is valid in
the experimental configurations studied in this thesis. When necessary,
polarisation maintaining fibres could be used to maintain polarisation.
 The optical field is assumed to be quasi-monochromatic, i.e., the pulse
spectrum, centered at ω0, is assumed to have a spectral widths ∆ω/ω0 
1 which is valid for operation bandwidths of less than 10 THz. This
assumption is also known as a slowly varying envelop approximation.
 The nonlinear effect Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) is assumed to
be absent which can be present for ultrashort femtosecond pulses. For
ultrashort pulses with high bandwidth, if the peak intensity of the pulse
is high enough, Raman gain can amplify the low frequency components
of the pulse by transferring the energy from high frequency components
to low frequency components [26]. In this work, including Raman effect
is not contingent on the feasibility of the ideas proposed and tested.
However, its wise to bear in mind the potential impact of SRS and
include this effect necessary in the future.
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 A moving reference frame is defined meaning the time reference is trav-




The transformation, T = t− β1z, describes the moving reference time
frame.
Taking the above simplifications, and using equations (2.13),and (2.14),























and n2 defines the degree of intensity dependence of the effective nonlinear
index through n˜
n˜(ω, |E|2) = n(ω) + n2|E|2, (2.18)
and Aeff is the effective core area. The parameters βi, where i = 1, 2, 3, . . .
originate from the taylor expansion of the propagation constant β. The taylor
expansion along with the parameters are described in the following section.
Higher order parameters–β4, β5, . . .– are deemed to be insignificant in single
mode fibres.
2.1.4 Group-Velocity Dispersion(GVD)
Understanding chromatic dispersion is necessary for understanding the STEAM
camera operation, the theory of dispersive Fourier transform, which will be
discussed in section 2.2. So this section starts by the studying chromatic
dispersion and then observing its manifestation in the context of pulse prop-
agation in optical fibre.
Chromatic Dispersion
As a light wave propagates through an optical fibre waveguide, it interacts
with the waveguide medium. The response of a medium when interacting
with light depends on the frequency of the incident wave which manifest itself
through the frequency dependence of the refractive index n(ω). The nature
of the change of the refractive index with the optical frequency is referred to
as chromatic dispersion. Consider
E = ej(ωt−βz), (2.19)
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where E is a wave frequency component with propagation constant of β. To
understand chromatic dispersion the relationship between β and frequency
dependent refractive index n(ω) must be determined. The velocity of prop-






, ωt− βz = constant, (2.20)





where c is the velocity of light in vacuum. According to equations (2.20),





Equation 2.22, demonstrates how the change in the refractive index with
optical frequency can manifest itself physically in a change in the propagation
constant.
The propagation constant, β, can be expanded in a Taylor series about
the frequency ω0 at which the pulse spectrum is centred:
β (ω) = n(ω)
ω
c
= β0 + β1(ω − ω0) + 1
2








(m = 0, 1, 2, . . . ). (2.24)
The parameters β1 and β2 are related to the refractive index n and its deriva-




























where ng is the group refractive index, and vg is the group velocity. Physi-
cally speaking, the envelope of an optical pulse moves at the group velocity
while the parameter β2 represents the dispersion of the group velocity and is
responsible for pulse broadening. This phenomenon is known as the group-
velocity dispersion (GVD) or chromatic dispersion, and β2 is the second
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order dispersion. The higher order dispersion parameters, are usually neg-
ligible and have minimal impact in comparison to β2. However, when β2 is
zero, for example, close to the zero dispersion wavelength, the higher order
dispersion parameters need to be included as they can have a tangible im-
pact on pulse propagation. In this thesis, β2 is assumed to be the dominant
GVD parameter. Hence, further studying β3, and β4 is not crucial but their
potential dispersive effects on the setups should be investigated if significant
enough in future.
The effect of GVD on Gaussian Pulses
To gain more insight into the impact of group-velocity dispersion on the
pulse propagation in optical fibres, it is useful to set the nonlinear coefficient
to zero (γ = 0 in equation (2.16)), and study the effect of β2 which is the




|β2|  1, (2.27)
needs to be valid to be able to assume negligible nonlinearity, which is the case
when propagating through single-mode fibres with small nonlinear coefficient
γ such as SMF-28.









An incident Gaussian pulse at the entrance of a dispersive medium can
be expressed as







with a FWHM of TFWHM = 2
√
ln(2)T0 ≈ 1.665T0. The effect of GVD
on optical pulses propagating in a linear dispersive medium can be investi-
gated by finding the solution to partial differential equation of (2.28). The
frequency-domain solution to equation (2.28), or the frequency response of a
single-mode fibre with a length of z is expressed by







which shows that GVD changes the phase of each spectral component of
the input waveform by an amount that depends on both the frequency, ω,
and the propagated distance, z. However, the pulse magnitude spectrum
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is not affected by GVD. The changes in the spectral phase translates to
changes in temporal pulse, which in the case of a Gaussian pulse manifests in
pulse broadening. A Gaussian pulse after propagating through the dispersive
medium with a length of z can be expressed by
A(z, T ) =
T0





2(T 20 − iβ2z)
)
. (2.31)
Equation (2.31) shows that the input pulse becomes chirped or phase mod-
ulated as it travels through the dispersive medium. The pulse amplitude
decreases and its width broadens (β2 < 0). The combination of the two fac-
tors, that is, the length of the fibre z, and the second order dispersion β2 is
known as the accumulated dispersion
Dacc = zβ2, (2.32)
which is responsible for the introduced chirp or broadening of the optical
pulse.
The phase of the pulse in equation (2.31) can be calculated by first ex-
pressing it in the form [26]
A(z, T ) = |A(z, T )|exp[iφ(z, T )], (2.33)
where


















The time dependence of the phase φ(z, T ) implies that the instantaneous
frequency varies across the pulse from the central frequency ω0. The change
δω is determined by the time derivative ∂φ/∂T given by













When |Dacc|  T0, equation (2.35) translates to
δω(T ) = ±|2T
z
|, (2.36)
which means that the instantaneous frequency decreases linearly with the
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which is independent of the initial shape of the pulse. This condition (|Dacc| 
T0) is equivalent to diffraction of light in the far field from a pinhole source in
Fourier optics, an important space-time duality leading to phenomena such
as dispersive Fourier transform (FT). These concepts are discussed in more
detail in the section 2.2.
2.1.5 Self-Phase Modulation (SPM), and Cross-Phase
Modulation (XPM)
It was noted in Section 2.1.3 that third order optical nonlinearity could lead
to self phase modulation (SPM), cross phase modulation (XPM) and four
wave mixing (FWM) among others. The FWM nonlinearity will become
a significant tool for the remainder of this thesis. Subsequent analysis will
neglect the effects of SPM and XPM, however, before dismissing these effects
and assuming that they do not play a significant role, it is noted that they
may co-exist with FWM and their presence might be degrading. Hence it is
important to briefly review these two nonlinear effects.
Self-Phase Modulation (SPM)
Self-phase modulation (SPM) is a nonlinear optical phenomena which origi-
nates from the changes in the refractive index with intensity of the incident
optical pulse due to the third order nonlinearity χ(3).
The nonlinear polarization vector of a pulse propagating about the fre-







xxxx is a fourth-rank tensor. It shows that the nonlinear polariza-
tion vector, and hence the electric field propagating in the nonlinear media, is
affected by its own intensity. Its impact on the pulse constitutes phase modu-
lation of the temporal intensity with the its intensity and spectral broadening
of the pulse.
Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM)
When two signals, at two frequencies, ω1 and ω2 travel inside an optical fibre
simultaneously and interact with each other through Kerr nonlinearity, they
can influence each other without transferring energy. If the intensity of the
signal at ω1 is large enough, it will change the refractive index seen by the
signal at ω2. The opposite is true as well. This can be understood by looking
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at the generated nonlinear polarization terms assuming both E1 and E2 are








χ(3)xxxx(|E2|2 + 2|E1|2)E2. (2.40)
The first expressions on the right hand sides of both equations are the
SPM process, and the second expressions indicate the XPM where the inten-
sity on one field modulated the phase of the other field and vice versa.
2.1.6 Nonlinear Four-Wave Mixing
Another interesting nonlinear process based on Kerr nonlinearity is Four
Wave Mixing (FWM) which is a central theme of this work.
Origins of FWM
There are several types of FWM processes, however, here the focus is on
the two most popular FWM processes that have been used extensively in
applications such as logic gates, and quadrature phase modulation which
will be discussed in the following sections.




Equation (2.15) depicts propagation of single wave along an optical fibre.
Now, considering four incident waves at frequencies ω1, ω2, ω3, and ω4 linearly















Pjexp[i(βjz − ωj)t)], (2.43)




[|E1|2E1 + 2(|E2|2 + |E3|2 + |E4|2)E1
+ 2E2E3E
∗
4exp(iθ0) + . . .], (2.44)
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Figure 2.1: Non-degenerate FWM process.
where
θ0 = (β
1 + β2 − β3 − β4)z − (ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4)t, (2.45)
is the phase mismatch between electrical field and its polarization vector, E1,
and P1 respectively. The first terms in the right hand side of equation (2.44)
originate from SPM, the second terms from XMP, and the last terms from
the FWM process with several parametric terms. If the phase mismatch for
them vanishes, the remaining terms would be FWM terms. In optical fibres,
it is difficult to balance other mismatch terms so that their effects vanish.
However, the phase mismatch condition θ0 can vanish in single-mode fibres
with a typical second order dispersion coefficient of β2 ≈ 50ps2/km, and a
length of L < 1km operating above the zero dispersion wavelength [26].
To satisfy the phase matching condition, that is θ0 = 0, the first ex-
pression in the left hand side of Equation (2.49) should be equal to zero,
so
β3 + β4 − β1 − β2 = (n˜3ω3 + n˜4ω4 − n˜1ω1 − n˜2ω2)/c (2.46)
where n˜j is the effective mode index, and β
j the propagation constant at the
frequency ωj.
Figure 2.1 depicts the quantum mechanical illustration of the FWM pro-
cess. In quantum mechanical terms, the equation (2.46) corresponds to the
case in which two photons at frequencies ω1 and ω2 annihilate and give their
energy to two photons at frequencies ω3 and ω4, satisfying the equality
ω3 + ω4 = ω1 + ω2. (2.47)
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Figure 2.2: Degenerate FWM process.
In other words, equation (2.46) and (2.47) are energy conservation equations
stating that the energy and momentum are conserved during the process.
This FWM process is also known as non-degenerate FWM where four
waves at four frequencies are involved in the process. A version of the above
phase matching condition, known as the degenerate FWM, takes place when
ω1 = ω2, in other words there are still four photons involved but at three
optical frequencies. The last term in nonlinear polarisation in equation (2.44)
takes the form
P1 = . . .+ 2E1E3E
∗
4exp(iθ0) + . . . (2.48)
with a phase matching parameter θ0 of
θ0 = (β
1 + β1 − β3 − β4)z − (ω1 + ω1 − ω3 − ω4)t (2.49)
In this case, as demonstrated in figure 2.2 two photons from frequency ω1
annihilate and give their energy to two photons, one at frequency ω3, and
one at the frequency ω4. The relationship between the frequencies, satisfying
the energy conservation is governed by
ω3 = 2ω1 − ω4. (2.50)
Usually, the signal(s) at the frequencies that lose energy are called Pumps,
and the signals at lower, and higher frequencies receiving energy are called
Signals and Idler respectively. These signals and their phase and amplitude
relationship will be discussed in section 2.3 in more details.
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2.1.7 Summary
This section discussed the theory of pulse propagation in single-mode optical
fibre to the extent that is required for understanding this thesis. The effects
of chromatic dispersion and Kerr nonlinearity on pulse propagation in single-
mode optical fibres were explained. Gaussian pulse propagation in dispersive
media has been studied and the nonlinear FWM process was introduced, both
being the theoretical foundations of this thesis. The following section focuses
on the theory of space-time duality and how it has led into the development
of ultrafast imaging systems such as the STEAM camera.
2.2 Space-Time Duality and Ultra-fast Tem-
poral Imaging
Acquisition and processing of optical information in the spatial domain has
become a well-developed approach, manifesting in the field of Fourier optics
[29]. However, Fourier optics techniques suffer from high loss, low integrabil-
ity and bulkiness. Also, the limited physical movement of the elements makes
practical implementation of reconfigurable systems cumbersome. Hence,
there is a great desire to perform this type of acquisition and processing
serially through optical fibre systems. The challenge here is to employ the
techniques developed in the spatial domain and render them compatible to
the signals in the time domain.
Thankfully, from the fascinating similarities between the equations de-
scribing the paraxial diffraction of light in space and propagation of optical
pulses in a dispersive medium, an intriguing concept known as space-time
duality has evolved [30, 31, 32, 33, 34], with early developments starting in
the late 60s, and early 70s [30, 31, 32]. This duality bestows the benefit
that studying one problem brings about insight into the other. This concept
makes it possible to apply the spatial-domain techniques to the temporal sig-
nals enabling more robust and complex approaches. Among these powerful
techniques are development of time-domain Fourier transform [7, 35, 36], op-
tical time-lens [33, 34], and temporal imaging which have been exploited in
fascinating applications such as ultra-fast imaging [6, 37], real-time all opti-
cal spectrum analysis [38], ultra-fast oscilloscope [39], and all optical OTDM
to WDM conversion [40, 41].
This section first reviews the basics of the theory of space-time duality and
how they have been exploited for imaging. This is followed by discussing the
analogy between pinhole diffraction and ultrashort pulse dispersion which led
to the rise of ultrafast temporal imaging systems such as STEAM camera.
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a)
b)
Figure 2.3: Schematics of: (a) A spatial imaging system, and (b) temporal
imaging system [34].
After reviewing reports that demonstrate the performance of the STEAM
camera; the section is able to conclude that the ultra-fast data rate that
these techniques enable makes electronic processing and storage challenging
and there exists a need for development of all optical processing techniques.
2.2.1 Space-time duality
To understand the basic concept of space-time duality, studying the duality
of a simple spatial imaging and a temporal imaging system is beneficial.
Illustrations of the two systems are presented in figure 2.3. The spatial
imaging system consists of spatial diffractions and a thin lens, and its dual, a
temporal imaging system is realized by combining dispersion and quadratic
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a1) a2)
b1) b2)
Figure 2.4: Space-time duality: approximations used to draw equations
(2.51), (2.52), (2.54) and (2.55).
phase modulation, also known as a time lens [33, 34].
Diffraction and dispersion
The first step in realizing the temporal dual of a simple imaging system is to
comprehend the dualities between spatial diffraction and temporal dispersion
problems. Figure 2.4 depicts some dualities between the temporal dispersion,
and spatial diffraction. Temporal frequency is the dual of spatial frequency
and vice versa. For example, in figure 2.4(a1), if we have a planar wave in
a temporal dispersion problem propagating in the z direction, it means that
it is monochromatic in space. Since the dual of the spatial frequency is the
temporal frequency, the dual wave in the spatial diffraction problem needs
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to be monochromatic in temporal frequency as shown in figure 2.4(a2).
Similarly, as shown in figures 2.4(b1) and 2.4(b2), temporal dispersion of
limited bandwidth signal (a pulse) is the dual of paraxial diffraction (limited
spatial bandwidth) in free space.
The following uses the duals of figures 2.4(b1) and 2.4(b2) to illustrate the
similarities between the equations describing spatial diffractions and narrow
band dispersion, that is equations (2.51) and (2.55) respectively.
The equations describing diffraction can be expressed as
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In equation (2.51) E is a slowly varying envelope of a wave propagating
along the z-axis with a limited spatial frequency bandwidth (paraxial diffrac-
tion) and k is the propagation constant. Equation (2.52) governs the paraxial
diffraction of the wave, and has a Fourier response as expressed by equation
(2.53).
The dispersion behaviour of an electromagnetic wave can be expressed as











In equation (2.54), A(z, T ) is a slowly varying envelope of a wave prop-
agating along the z-axis with a limited temporal frequency bandwidth, and
β is the propagation constant. Equation (2.55) governs the dispersion of
a narrow bandwdith pulse along a dispersive medium, and has a frequency
response as expressed by equation (2.56).
There is an apparent similarity between the equation governing parax-
ial diffraction in free space, equations (2.51) and (2.52), and the equation
governing temporal dispersion, equations (2.54) (2.55). The duality between
spatial frequency in equation (2.53), and temporal frequency in (2.56) in also
clearly evident and are presented in figure 2.3 as well.
Hence, in realizing the temporal imaging system, paraxial diffraction with
propagation constant of k through length d of free space can be replaced with
narrow bandwidth pulse propagation through a dispersive medium with the
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second order dispersion parameter of β2 and a length of z as shown in figure
2.3 .
2.2.2 Space lens and time lens
The next step in realizing the temporal dual of the imaging system in figure
2.3 is to obtain a time-domain dual for the thin lens. Here, first the qualities
of a space-lens are explained, and then we describe techniques where space
lens functionality have been emulated in the time domain as a time lens.
A thin lens introduces a quadratic spatial phase modulation to the in-
cident beam in real space (as opposed to the quadratic phase modulation
produced by Fourier space by diffraction). This quadratic phase modulation





where f is the focal length of the thin lens.
To find the time-domain dual of a space lens, a practical time-domain
implementation is required to emulate equation (2.57) in the time-domain.
In other words, the impulse response of a time lens needs to be similar to that
of a space lens as depicted in figure 2.3. A temporal analogue of equation





where is the focal accumulation of the time lens. In practical terms, to
achieve the behaviour described by Equation (2.58), a pulse with a Gaussian
spectral distribution would need to undergo group velocity dispersion of Df ,
and then must experiencing a phase shift which scales quadratically with
time.
Time-domain techniques have been developed to implement quadrature
phase modulation of equation (2.58), such as electro-optical modulation with
earlier applications in light compression [42, 43, 44, 45], and later in more
advanced pulse shaping [46] applications. However, since the modulator volt-
age much higher than the modulator Vpi causes damage and also there is a
significant requirement on high speed and high amplitude electronics to drive
such a phase modulator, the temporal resolution of the time lens is limited
[47].
The development of nonlinear optical techniques to achieve time lens
has helped to mitigate these issues. For example, XPM [48, 49, 50], and
FWM [51, 52, 53, 54], and employed in applications such as OTDM to WDM
conversion [36, 40], and time-to-frequency mapping using FWM [41].
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To complete the realization of the temporal imaging system the thin lens
needs to be suitably replaced with a time-domain emulation of quadratic
phase modulation as shown in figure 2.3.
2.2.3 Temporal imaging system
It is now appropriate to discuss the benefits and functionality of the temporal
imaging system in analogy to the spatial imaging system.
There are clear motivations behind realising the temporal analogue of the
spatial imaging systems. Temporal imaging enables exploiting time-domain
signal processing techniques which potentially can be more robust, highly
integrable and potentially faster than their spatial counterparts.
Focussing and Magnification
In analogy to spatial imaging systems, a focal length and a magnification
factor can be defined for temporal imaging systems. The focal length and

























Equations (2.59), and (2.61) define, respectively, a focal length and a mag-
nification factor for the spatial imaging system presented in figure 2.3(a). In
the same fashion, a focal length and a magnification factor for the tempo-
ral imaging system presented in figure 2.3(b) can be expressed by equations
(2.60), and (2.62).
In figure 2.3 Just as one can adjust the magnification factor of the spatial
imaging system, Ms, by adjusting the distances d0, and di before and after the
space lens, one can change MT of the temporal imaging system by adjusting
the accumulated dispersion, or the length of the dispersive medium, before
and after the time lens. The output of the spatial imaging system is the
scaled replica of the input objects. Similarly, the output of the temporal
imaging system is a time-domain waveform which is the time-scaled of the
input waveform.
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Figure 2.5: The duality between an ultrashort pulse source and a pinhole
source.
Pinhole diffraction and ultra-short pulse dispersion
Similar to the analogy presented in figure 2.4, the dual of a pinhole source–
that is, a broadband spatial frequency source in a diffraction problem is
an ultrashort pulse, that is, a broadband temporal frequency source in a
temporal dispersion problem. This can be seen in figures 2.5(a), and 2.5(a).
The Dispersive Fourier transform (FT) is a phenomenon that has been
discovered by studying this essential duality. In other words, the problem
of dispersing a broadband pulse through a long length of fibre (high accu-
mulated dispersion) is equivalent to diffraction of light in the far-field or
Fraunhofer regime. The far-field approximation states that the spatial in-
tensity of the diffracted light in the far-field mimics the Fourier transform
of the input light. The manifestation of this concept in the time-domain is
the dispersive Fourier transform which states that propagating a short pulse
through a dispersive medium, after accumulating a significant amount of dis-
persion (dual of the far-field condition) the pulse waveform is a copy of its
spectrum. This has also been illustrated in figure 2.6.
Spatial Fourier transform
To study the equations governing the far-field approximation (spatial Fourier
transform) it is useful to start with the equations governing the near field
26
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a)
b)
Figure 2.6: Space-time duality of the spatial and time-domain Fourier trans-
forms [47]: (a) Spatial Fourier transform, and (b) dispersive (temporal)
Fourier transform.
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Equation (2.63) demonstrates the diffraction pattern of a one-dimensional
spatial light beam in the near-field. It is also known as the Frensel diffraction
equation. Apart from the phase modulation term in the integrand of equation
(2.63), U(x) is related to its Fourier transform.
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which states that the spatial intensity of a light beam in the far-field of the
same form as its spectrum. This phenomena is also known as the spatial
Fourier transform [29].
Exploiting the space-time duality, this concept has been extended to the
time domain [35] which is commonly denoted as the Dispersive FT.
Dispersive Fourier transform (FT)
The dispersive FT, exploits a dispersive medium such as a single-mode fibre
to map the spectrum of an ultra-short pulse into the time domain.
This section mathematically demonstrates [36] that when an ultra-short
pulse with a broad bandwidth propagates through a dispersive medium, if
the accumulated dispersion is large enough, the output waveform is a copy
of the spectrum of the input pulse.
The impulse response and transfer function of a dispersive medium with



















Let Ain(0, t) be the envelope of the input pulse at the input of the disper-
sive medium, and Aout(0, t) is the envelope of the pulse at the output of the
dispersive medium with a length of L. The Fourier transform of the input
pulse Ain(0, t) is
A˜in(0, ω) = FT{Ain(0, t)}. (2.68)
we want to show that
Aout(L, t) ∝ A˜in(0, ω). (2.69)
So we have















































Now, if the input pulse is very broadband, in other words, temporally very
narrow with a total pulse width of tδ, and if the accumulated dispersion, Dacc,
of the medium is large enough so that the following condition is satisfied
| tδ
2Dacc


















.A˜in(0, ω)ω=t/Dacc , (2.74)
which indicates that the output waveform is a scaled replica of the Fourier
transform of the input pulse [36]. While the magnitude is scale by the coef-
ficient b, the time and frequency features are related by
∆t = Dacc∆ω0. (2.75)
Physically speaking, dispersive FT happens when a broadband signal
propagates though a dispersive medium. Different wavelengths travel at dif-
ferent velocities, and because the signal is broadband, the high gradient of
velocity throughout the pulse waveform causes the frequency information to
map into the time domain. The higher the dispersion, the more accurate is
this approximation.
The dispersive FT demonstrated here required narrow optical pulses and
high accumulated dispersion so that the condition (3.3) is satisfied. It is
possible to perform optical time-domain Fourier transfrom (OFT) when the
condition is not satisfied. This requires an additional stage performing all
optical quadrature-phase modulation [36]. This thesis does not exploit time
lensing and so these techniques are not further elaborated, however it has
been noted that such techniques exist as a prompt for further research in the
future.
One of the main applications of dispersive FT is ultra-fast imaging [6, 7].
It is a powerful method that overcomes the speed limitation of traditional
imaging systems and hence enables fast real-time imaging and measurments.
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Figure 2.7: STEAM camera operation [6].
2.2.4 Dispersive FT and ultra-fast imaging
The introduction chapter explained the desire for fast imaging tools which led
to development of fast temporal imaging techniques such as STEAM camera.
Since the main objective of this work is to devise ultrafast signal process-
ing techniques for the STEAM signals, the working principle of the cameras
needs to be understood.
Serial time encoded amplified microscopy
(STEAM)
As explained in section 2.2.3, the dispersive FT maps the spectrum of an
ultrashort pulse into the time domain using accumulated dispersion, Dacc, if
the condition (2.72) is satisfied.
This technique has been exploited by Goda et al. [6], to implement an
ultra-fast optical imaging technique called serialized time encoded amplified
microscopy (STEAM) which can performs image acquisition at a rate of tens
of millions frames per second.
Figure 2.7 depicts the conceptual schematic of the STEAM camera. First,
pulses from a broadband source are coupled into an optical circulator. The
optical circulator guides an ultra-short pulse through a 2-D spatial disperser,
creating a spectral shower which scans an object, getting encoded with the
features of the object.
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In the STEAM system, the functionality of the 2-D spatial disperser is
achieved by combining with Virtually Imaged Phased Array (VIPA) [55, 56],
and a diffraction grating [57]. Both are spatial dispersers, and their disper-
sion lines are perpendicular to each other, hence producing a 2-D spectral
shower [57]. VIPAs usually introduce larger angular dispersion compared to
diffraction gratings and also are reasonably good for maintaining polarisation
[55] while also retaining a simple implementation. However, the main reason
for incorporation of a VIPA along with a diffraction grating is that the wave-
lengths with 1 FSR difference of the VIPA spatially overlap in the direction
of the dispersion line of the VIPA. Hence, the diffraction grating can easily
separate the overlapping wavelengths in the perpendicular direction creating
a spectral shower [57, 58].
The spectral shower scans the objects and is reflected from it back into
the 2-D disperser. This causes the spectrum of the femtosecond pulse to
become encoded with the features of the object, as different features of the
object exhibit different light absorbency. For example, in figure 2.7 the black
features absorb the light while the white features reflect the light. Hence, the
corresponding wavelengths scanning black features obtain low amplitude val-
ues, while the wavelengths scanning the white features retain high amplitude
values.
The encoded spectrum reflects back through the 2-D spatial disperser
and rebuilds the femtosecond pulse whose spectrum is now encoded with he
information of the object. The optical circulator then sends the pulse through
a dispersive medium to for the dispersive FT occurs. If the accumulated
dispersion, Dacc, of the dispersive medium is large enough, the spectrum of
the ultrashort pulse serialises into the time domain at its output.
The ideal media of choice to perform dispersive FT are the ones which
offer high accumulated dispersion and low loss over a broad bandwidth. Usu-
ally, in communication wavelength engineered dispersion compensating fibres
(DCF) fibres are the optimum choice [7] but in principle long single-mode
fibres or cascaded fibre Brag gratings could be employed.
The high amount of dispersion, along with the loss of the medium lowers
the waveform intensity as it broadens in time. So in practical applications,
amplification is required [7]. According to [59, 60] exploiting distributed
RAMAN amplifiers in the dispersive medium such as DCF can sustain the
waveform intensity throughout the dispersive medium, and offers a better
signal-to-noise ratio while reducing the nonlinear penalty compared to its
EDFA and SOA counterparts.
This serialised time-domain signal at the output of the dispersive medium,
amplified or not, can be detected directly using a single pixel photodetector
and a real-time oscilloscope.
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The frame rate of the STEAM camera equals the repetition rate of the
pulse laser which is on the order of tens of MHz.
The electronic bottleneck
In a high-throughput microfludic experiment using the STEAM camera [6,
61], the frame rate is approximately 40MHz with a resolution of 2500 pixels.
This translates to a data rate of approximately 100GHz. This ultra-fast
real-time data rate introduces a challenge to electronics. It is hard to store
and process this huge amount of real-time data digitally.
For example, the STEAM camera can be used in applications such as
cancer cell diagnosis [8]. While the STEAM camera would be imaging all
the cells in the blood flow, the interesting information is only cancer cells.
Thus, a layer is required to detect or process only cancer cells. It is not
feasible to directly process the output of the STEAM camera via electronics
for sophisticated signal processing unless the STEAM camera is used at a
lower frame rate, or extra dispersion is employed to slow down the signal,
thus making it compatible with electronics. An all-optical stage is required
that serves this purpose, which can extract the relevant information and
then send it to electronics or flag when the valuable information arrives, so
electronics start recording and processing information.
2.3 Ultrafast imaging needs ultrafast process-
ing
As explained in the previous section, temporal imaging systems such as the
STEAM camera provides a huge amount of information, which presents a
significant challenge for electronics processing and storage [6]. The STEAM
camera operates at a frame rate of the order of tens of MHz, and the number
of frames that can be captured in real-time is a few thousand, depending on
the memory of the real-time digital analyser. All-optical signal processing
techniques are required to mitigate the signal processing burden of electron-
ics. This section contains a literature review on all-optical signal processing
techniques that can potentially be used in conjunction with ultrafast tempo-
ral imaging systems in order to ease the electronic processing load.
Section 2.3.1 starts by introducing the correlation function, a technique
to assess the similarities of two patterns. Then, section 2.3.3 introduces
all optical logic gates and arithmetic functions realised based on the FWM
process which can potentially emulate the correlation function and many
other complex processing units. These all optical processing techniques will
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Figure 2.8: Conceptual diagram of a time-domain correlator
be exploited in this thesis to perform various image processing of STEAM
signals.
2.3.1 Correlation
Correlation is a technique used to assess the similarities between two sig-
nals. It could be employed in conjunction with STEAM camera to assess the
similarities between two patterns and alert the user when important informa-
tion arrives so that electronics start storing and processing the information
only when necessary. This section reviews the correlation function and its
all-optical implementations in the literature.
In signal processing, cross-correlation is a measure of similarity of two
signals as a function of their relative delay. Mathematically, the cross-
correlation of two signals can be expressed as




This is also known as a sliding dot product or sliding inner-product [62]. It
is commonly used for searching for a shorter known feature in a long signal.
In practice, a cross-correlation with a zero delay suffices to measure the
similarities between two signals. The operation reduces to simply multiplica-
tion of two synchronised signals (relative delay of zero) and integrating over
the results which can be expressed as
h(0) = f(τ) ? g(τ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(τ)g(0 + τ)dτ. (2.77)
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Figure 2.9: Conceptual diagram of a 4-f correlator.
In this work the transformation of equation (2.77) is referred to as correlation
and is depicted in figure 2.8.
2.3.2 Correlation in literature
Many techniques have been developed for performing correlation optically,
and can be categorized into two groups. The techniques based on Fourier
optics and the time-domain correlators.
Fourier optics correlators
Optical correlators have been emulated using Fourier optics and spatial mod-
ulators. Figure 2.9 demonstrates a typical 4-f spatial correlator. Using a spa-
tial light modulator (SLM) device, a mask is placed at the Fourier plane of
the correlator and multiplied by the input pattern, and the output contains
the correlation of the input pattern and the reference pattern. The correlator
has been implemented mainly based on the Van Der Lugt technique [63] or
optical joint transform technique [64]. Although these techniques exhibit ex-
cellent resolution, and provide massive parallelism inherent in Fourier optics,
they are lossy, and bulky. Also, the Fourier optics elements suffer from slow
movement which challenges the speedy reconfigurability required of these
techniques.
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The work published in [65] is among the early works that are based on
Van Der Lugt filter, and employs a matched spatial filter in conjunction with
a holographic optical element on a single plate, creating a lensless matched
filter correlator. The main disadvantages of Van Der Lugt based implemen-
tations, on top of the disadvantages specific to Fourier optics, is that pattern
discrimination is not ideal.
The Joint transform correlator (JTC) has been developed with a more
robust performance. In [66] a real-time programmable joint transform cor-
relator employing a magneto-optic spatial filter device along with a liquid
crystal light valve was proposed. The spatial filter device was use to gener-
ate reference and the input signal. The correlation was detected by taking
the inverse Fourier transform of the output signal at the output of magneto-
optic device. In [67, 68, 69] a correlator based on random-phase encoding of
the input image and the Fourier plane was proposed for security verification
purposes. Although JTC base correlators are more discriminatory than they
older Van Del Lugt based counterparts, they are also slow, with correlation
rates of 10kHz.
In [69], a high-efficiency photorefractive polymer which provides a non-
linear medium is employed to perform correlation. The FWM process in
the nonlinear medium was used to apply a phase mask to the input signal.
This system was developed for optical security systems. While exhibiting a
robust, secure performance, dependence on spatial optics renders the system
unfit for robust, reconfigurable, and high frame rate correlation.
In [70] a high-speed optical correlator was designed which operates using
a holographic disc. It implements a search engine based facial recognition
and delivers a good correlation speed of a few MHz. However, the system
requires preprocessing of the input images using a computer (edge detection,
downsampling) limiting its real-time performance speed.
Optical Time-domain correlators
A recent category of optical correlators is time-domain correlators designed
base on fibre-optics techniques. The methods involved to develop time-
domain correlators include, the time domain joint transform correlator [71],
time domain 4-f optical correlator [72], and optical time-domain analogue
pattern correlator [73].
All fibre time-domain joint transform correlator has been reported [71],
and employs HNLF to obtain the XPM of the two consecutive pulses, and a
CW probe. The CW spectrum contains the cross-correlation information of
the two successive pulses. The simplistic nature of the two consecutive pulse
makes one doubt the scalability of the system to more complex waveforms
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since even for only two pulses an extinction ratio of only ≈ 4 dB is achieved.
Besides, an extremely short temporal separation between pulses(tens of GHz)
is required while the broadband pulses in the STEAM camera have repetition
rates of the order of tens of MHZ.
The technique presented in [72] implements a time-domain version of the
4-f optical correlator. It exploits the dispersion of a single-mode fibre to
obtain a Fourier transform of the input signal. A 10GHz phase modulator
is used to apply a reference pattern on the Fourier transform of the input
signal, followed by equal but negative accumulated dispersion (Dispersion-
shifted fibre) to obtain the inverse Fourier transform of the of results which
are the correlation of the reference pattern and the input signal. This method
employs dispersive FT, seems to be fundamentally compatible the STEAM
camera and could be considered as a potential correlator for such systems.
In [73], a STEAM-compatible correlation scheme was demonstrated which
performs a frame by frame comparison of a STEAM frame and reference
frames. It utilises a broadband modulator to compare the input signal with
the reference generated by a fast electronic waveform generator to realise
correlation.
However, both [72] and [73] transfer the burden of high-speed electron-
ics to a fast waveform generator. Both the modulator and the waveform
generator are bandwidth limited. Extension of these techniques to STEAM
systems with high frame rate and image resolution where the serialised pixel
rate could easily exceed 40 GHz would be challenging.
Ultra-fast processing demands all-optical processing
The main limitation factor for the correlation methods mentioned above is
the speed which in the case of spatial optics based methods is limited by the
response time of the spatial optics elements such as liquid crystal modulators.
In the case of the time-domain correlators, the primary constraint is the
employment of the sophisticated digital waveform generators carrying the
burden of high-speed processing.
As mention before the fundamental building block of the correlation func-
tion is multiplication, which, if implemented all optically could mitigate the
burden of electronic signal processing.
The FWM process has been widely used as logic gates such as AND gate
and dot product function and is a perfect candidate to obtain the correlation
function all optically. Also, the correlation function is not an ideal image
recognition system in a sense that it can only extract similar patterns. It
can lead to false positives due to the nature of the multiplication function
or equivalently, may be blind to matching zero bits. On the other hand,
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FWM is capable of more complex functions such as addition, and subtraction
leading to more discriminatory functions such as logic XOR and XNOR gates.
Also, the capability of addition and subtraction makes FWM capable of
performing more complex signal processing function which will be discussed
in the following sections.
2.3.3 Nonlinear FWM: logic gates and arithmetic op-
erations
Section 2.1 illustrated how the third order nonlinear Kerr effect can give rise
to the FWM process. FWM has been used extensively to emulate various
all-optical logic gates. This section first demonstrates the theoretical real-
ization of logic gates such as AND and XNOR base on non-degenerate and
degenerate FWM, and it then presents a literature review containing different
implementations of these arithmetic functions via the FWM process.
Non-degenerate FWM
Figure 2.10 depicts the conceptual spectrum of a non-degenerate FWM pro-
cess. There are four signals involved namely the signal, pump 1, pump 2, and
the idler. One photon from pump 1 at frequency ωp1 and one photon from
pump 2 at frequency ωp2 annihilate and give their energy to the signal and
the idler at frequencies ωs and ωi respectively. These frequencies are related
together through
ωi − ωp = ωp − ωs. (2.78)
Assuming other nonlinear effects, such as self phase modulation and cross
phase modulation are negligible, and the signal and the pumps are phase
matched, the idler can be approximated by
Ei(t) ∝ E∗s (t)Ep1(t)Ep2(t). (2.79)
Hence the phase relationship between the four signals are governed by
φi = φp1 + φp2 − φs (2.80)
Considering equation (2.79), the realisation of the logic AND gate using
the FWM process is straightforward. Assuming Ep1 is a CW signal, the non-
degenerate process would act as the AND gate of the signal, Es, and pump
1, Ep2.
By exploiting the phase relationship of the signals in the FWM process,
XNOR logic function can also be achieved. For example, lets consider DPSK
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Figure 2.10: Spectrum of the non-degenerate FWM.
signal with a binary phase modulation of 0, and pi. An XNOR gate for these
phase signals should produce a 0 phase shift for a matched bit, and a pi
phase shift for a mismatch bit. Again, if we modulate one of the pumps with
a constant zero phase shift, φi equals 0 if the second pump and the signal
maintain the same phase shift. If the signal and the second pump obtain
opposite phase shifts–that is, 0 and pi, the idler phase shift will be pi, thus
realizing an XNOR gate.
It is also apparent from equation (2.80) that by exploring the phase of
the two pumps and the signal, addition and subtraction functions can be
realized.
Degenerate FWM
Figure 2.11 depicts conceptual spectrum of a degenerate FWM process. Here,
three waveforms are present a signal, a pump, and an idler. Two photons
from the pump at the frequency ωp annihilate and give their energy to the
signal and the idler at frequencies ωp and ωp respectively. These frequencies
are related through
ωi = 2ωp − ωs. (2.81)
The amplitude and phase relationship of the signals in a degenerate FWM
process are described by
Ei(t) ∝ E∗s (t)E2p(t), (2.82)
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Figure 2.11: Spectrum of the degenerate FWM process.
and
φi = 2φp − φs, (2.83)
respectively. It should be clear that optical logic gates can also be realized
using degenerate FWM with the same fashion as for non-degenerate FWM.
Multiple parallel FWM processes (non-degenerate or degenerate) can also
be employed to realize more complicated arithmetic functions such as re-
configurable addition and subtraction of multilevel signals. Also, exploiting
polarization of the signals and other nonlinear effects such as cross gain
modulation (XGM) along with the FWM process enables more sophisticated
logic and arithmetic functions. These implementations are discussed in the
following section. However, this work exploits degenerate FWM to emulate
signal processing function which will be discussed in details in the following
chapters.
2.3.4 All optical logic gates and arithmetic operation
in literature
Optical logic gates such as AND, NAND, XOR, XNOR, OR, NOR, and also,
reconfigurable summation and subtraction of signals have been achieved by
exploiting the FWM process in a nonlinear medium [74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79,
80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. The principle of these function is all based on
the phase and amplitude relationship of the electrical fields involved in the
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FWM. Here, a brief review of the studies carried out in this research area,
that is, the implementations of the above processing functions via FWM are
provided.
The implementation arithmetic functions via FWM can be categorised
into three different groups regarding the platform. Substantial work is in
place exploiting semiconductor optical amplifiers as the nonlinear medium
for FWM process. The FWM process in highly nonlinear fibres (HNLF)
has also attracted some attention. Finally, integrated optics platform such
as Silicon on Insulator (SOI) is widely desirable, offering numerous benefits
such as low cost, high efficiency, integrability and compatibility which have
attracted a huge amount of interest in recent years.
Exploiting FWM in SOAs
The literature encompassing SOA as the nonliear medium for the FWM pro-
cess include [74, 75, 76]. In [74], exploiting degenerate FWM in SOAs, exclu-
sive OR of phase modulated signals (DPSK) at a rate of 20Gb/s was realized.
In [75], degenerate FWM along with cross gain modulation was employed to
realize integrable and reconfigurable ultrafast logic gates of XNOR, AND,
NOR, and NOT for OOK signals. Cross gain modulation in SOA is a simple
nonlieanr phenomena. A weak signal at a specific wavelength is amplified
if the SOA is not saturated, and the saturation can be achieved simply by
running other strong signals at different wavelengths simultaneously. A weak
CW probe is located at the idler wavelength ω3.and the two OOK signals are
placed at ω1, and ω2, where ω3 = 2ω2 − ω1. When both of the two signal
are present (input bit pattern = 11) SOA is saturated and XGM does not
take place (no probe amplification), but due to the degenerate FWM process
strong idler exists at he frequency of ω3 (output bit pattern = 1). When
either of the signals are not present (10, and 01), SOA is saturated, so there
is no amplification of the probe and there is no output idler (0). When both
signals are absent (00), the SOA is not saturated and the probe will receive
a strong gain at ω3, leading to a 1 output and hence realizing an XOR logic
gate. It is possible to imagine that the set-up could easily be configured, as
it was, to obtain other logic gates such as OR, NOR, AND, and NOT, and
XNOR[75].
The work in [76], performs AND,NOR, and XNOR functions on polariza-
tion shift keying signal at 10Gb/s via degenerate FWM. FWM process in an
SOA occurs if the the two signals A, and B at ω1, and ω2 respectively main-
tain the same polarizations. So similar polarizations of the two signals, 00
and 11, produces an idler realizing an XNOR logic gate. Taking into account
the polarization of the idler using a polarization beam splitter the AND and
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NOR gates were realized. In addition A¯B, B¯A, and their superposition were
also realized by isolating the two polarization components of the idler.
[77] combines using the polarisation technique in [76], and XGM in [75],
and exploiting FWM in a single SOA to realize all optical reconfigurable logic
functions such as NOT, OR, NOR, AND, and NAN at a 10Gb/s data rate
for OOK signals.
The main drawback of the SOA based signal processing is the operating
speed due to the carrier recovery time of SOA. While speed can be increased
to 40Gb/s its accomplished at the expense of increased complexity and cost.
Exploiting FWM in HNLFs
Signal processing operations have also been demonstrated in HNLF which
is a common nonlinear platform for proof of concept demonstrations of all-
optical techniques.The work in [78] presents a work which utilizes multiple
simultaneous non-degenerate FWM process in a single HNLF to implement
all-optical three input addition and subtraction of quaternary based num-
bers in the optical domain using multiple non-degenerate FWM processes in
a single HNLF for DQPSK signals namely A,B, and C. All possible superpo-
sitions, A±B±C were achieved simultaneously. In [79] using three seperate
parallel degenerate FWM processes in a single HNLF, a weighted addition
and subtraction between 3 different phase-and-amplitude coded signals were
achieved. The work was presented at a data rate of 40Gb/s.
The work in [80] employs non-degenerate FWM to obtain half subtracter,
XOR, AB, B or XNOR, AND, and NOR logic gates for NRZ-PolSK signal
based on FWM in a highly nonlinear fiber at 10 Gb/s. Similar to [76, 77]
, it exploits the fact that FWM process occurs for the signals with identi-
cal polarizations, as opposed to the signals with perpendicular polarizations
where the FWM efficiency is very low. The work in [87] uses non-degenerate
FWM to obtain XOR function of carrier-suppressed return-to-zero differ-
ential phase-shift keying (CSRZ-DPSK) 40Gb/s signals and obtaining the
output(idler) at different wavelengths (multicasting). In [81], an optical pro-
grammable logic array (PLA) using two-input and three-output canonical
logic units (CLUs) based on non-degenerate FWM in HNLF for DPSK sig-
nals at 40Gb/s with a computing capacity of more that twice as the standard
CLUs-PLA was presented.
In this thesis, HNLF is the nonlinear media of chose to generate FWM
only due to its reasonably high efficiency and availability.
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FWM and SOI platform
Integrated optics are going to be the main platform of practical optical sig-
nal processing with the silicon on insulator (SOI) platform is the first choice
because it allows low-cost, robust fabrication of monolithically integrated
circuits that can combine optical and electrical functionalities that is com-
patibility with optics and electronics [86]. In [86], an SOI base all-optical
XOR logic gate for 10Gb/s DPSK signals base on non-degenerate FWM
in silicon wave guide has been demonstrated. A similar 40Gb/s XOR gate
employing non-degenerate FWM in silicon nano wires was presented in [82].
In [83], two groups of complementary OOK signals (A,B, A¯, B¯) were de-
modulated using a tunable delay-line interferometer from four NRZ-DPSK
signals and then coupled into the silicon wave-guide as the nonlinear medium.
Using degenerate FWM, a full set of arithmetic/logic function of XNOR,
XOR, AB, A¯B,BA¯, A+ B¯, B + A¯ were emulated.
In [85], an all-optical XOR gate for DPSK signals was demonstrated using
an ultra-compact, chip-based via slow-light to enhance the non-degenerate
FWM efficiency in a silicon photonic crystal waveguide. In [84], an all-
optical hash code comparator for data packet verification was proposed at
the data rate of 80Gb/s. Hash codes are deployed in communication systems
for detection of errors in data transmission. The system was able to detect
arbitrary amplitude and phase hash codes using multiple degenerate FWM
process in a silicon wave guide performing simultaneous amplitude and phase
comparisons.
A reconfigurable logic gate via FWM in silicon waveguide with an operat-
ing speed of up to 40Gb/s was presented in [83]. A delay-line Interferometer
was employed to generate complementary signals of A, A¯, B, and B¯ at four
different wavelenghts. A full set off the two-input logic mainstreams can
be generated simultaneously, and arbitrary combinational logic functions are
able to be realized by properly combining the mainstreams. following oper-
ations were emulated: XOR, XNOR, A+B, A+ B¯, AB¯, BA¯.
While SOI is known to be a suitable platform for signal processing, for
efficient nonlinear processing optimum design consideration must be taken
into account, for example, a suitable cover material must be applied when
using SOI based nonlinear strip or slot waveguides [88, 89]. Hence, for the
purpose of proof of concept illustration, the nonlinear medium of choice in
this thesis is HNLF due to its relatively good efficiency and availability.
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2.3.5 Summary
In this section, the correlation function was introduced which has been ex-
ploited to perform pattern recognition for the STEAM camera [73]. It has
been shown that FWM can perform not only the correlation function all op-
tically, but also exhibits an excellent versatility in emulating several different
signal processing techniques. Its safe to say that it can be well exploited to
design robust image processing techniques as well. The following chapter fo-
cuses on the utility of the FWM process in processing of the STEAM signals.
As explained before, a HNLF is the media of choice to exploit FWM only
due to its relatively good efficiency and availability.
2.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the theory of pulse propagation in single-mode opti-
cal fibre to the extent that is required for understanding the STEAM camera
functionality and FWM based signal processing. Then, the theory of space-
time duality and its role in development ultrafast imaging systems such as
the STEAM camera was discussed. This was followed by explaining that the
huge and ultrafast amount of data produced by ultrafast temporal imaging
systems such as STEAM can cause challenges in terms of electronic storage
and processing, which is known as the electronic bottleneck. An all-optical
processing stage is needed to extract the relevant information, reducing the
amount of information which require electronic processing or storage. A lit-
erature review of potential nonlinear electronic processing techniques that
can help to address the electronic bottleneck was presented. The correla-
tion function was introduced as a suitable signal processing function for the
STEAM camera which can be easily emulated by nonlinear FWM process.
FWM has also shown to be capable of performing several other versatile sig-
nal processing techniques and potentially image processing techniques which
are the focus of this thesis. The following chapter focuses on the utility of





Section 2.3 reviewed a number of all optical processing techniques and iden-
tified that FWM based processing methods can be used effectively due to
their ability to perform parallel processing over a large bandwdith and fast
response time. Hence, they can potentially be employed at the front end
of temporal imaging systems such as STEAM camera to help mitigate the
signal processing burden of electronics. This chapter explores whether those
FWM based processing techniques can be extended to perform correlation
and pattern recognition on emulated STEAM signals.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 presents experimental
proof of concept realizing an all optical correlator via FWM based logic AND
gate for 10-bit binary patterns. Then, section 3.2 investigates the scalibility
of the system. It expands the proof of concept from 10 bits 1-D patterns to
real 2-D opaque intensity images by simulating the physical STEAM camera
with a larger bandwidth and number of pixels, and performing pattern recog-
nition by obtaining and comparing the correlation of intensity images and
a reference. Section 3.3 investigates the applicability of the system demon-
strated in sections 3.1 and 3.2, to perform pattern recognition of transparent
phase images by exploiting the ability of the FWM process to compare phase
information. Section 3.4 compares the performance of the intensity and phase
systems in the presence of background noise, and finally section 3.5, and 3.6
present the relevant discussions and conclude the chapter respectively.
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3.1 Correlation using FWM
The introduction, Chapter 1, presented some of the applications of the
STEAM camera from bar-code reading [15] to screening of blood cells [8, 37].
For such applications, a frame by frame all optical pattern recognition (cor-
relation) system is useful in order to extract critical information and ignore
the redundant data.
Section 2.3 reviewed a recent category of optical correlators, that is time-
domain correlators, designed based on fibre-optics techniques with significant
advantages compared to conventional spatial correlators. The methods in-
volved were described as the time domain joint transform correlator [71],
time domain 4-f optical correlator [72], and optical time-domain analogue
pattern correlator [73]. However, the problem with these methods were ex-
plained in section 2.3 as the fact that both [72] and [73] transfer the burden of
high-speed electronics to a fast waveform generator; and while [71] employs
HNLF to obtain the XPM of the two consecutive pulses, it produced very
poor extinction ratio, ≈ 4 dB, even for simplistic Gaussian pulses. Exten-
sion of these techniques to STEAM systems with high frame rate and image
resolution where the serialised pixel rate could easily exceed 40 GHz would
be challenging.
Section 2.3.3 later explained that a promising strategy to realizing the
correlation function could be to exploit FWM. FWM is capable of achieving
the main building block of the correlation function which is the logic AND
gate for digital information and multiplication for analog information.
This section explores the use of the FWM process as a comparison unit
to achieve an all-optical correlator for the STEAM camera. In particular, it
experimentally tests the hypothesis that if FWM is exploited, then it will be
possible to perform correlation of spectrally encoded patterns instantaneously
and without the need for high speed electronics. The proposed technique
therefore should enables frame by frame correlation of two optical signals at
high speed.
3.1.1 Correlation using FWM: concept
As explained in section 2.3, the basic correlation function includes multipli-
cation of a reference pattern and an input pattern followed by integration of
the results. For signal processing in the context of STEAM, the fundamen-
tal building block for correlation will be a system that can perform a dot
product between two spectra which represent encoded images. In the case
of binary information, this dot product becomes a logical AND function,
however without losing generality, the dot product can be retained for both
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STEAM signal generation (Es)






















Figure 3.1: The conceptual diagram of the proposed all optical correlator
based on FWM.
analogue and digital information. To complete the correlation, this, this dot
product can then be followed by an integration function.
Section 2.3 talked about the FWM process an its ability to perform dot
product function as well as emulating many other information processing
functions. While FWM can proform multiplication of ultrafast data, its
suitability as the building block of a STEAM compatible correlator needs to
be verified.
The FWM will only multiply signals that are present at the same time,
and STEAM signals are serialised time encoded signals. If it is possible to
generate a reference using another STEAM system, creating a time-domain
reference pattern that could change on a frame by frame basis, FWM can
preform the dot product all-optically. The scheme is inspired by the work
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in [40, 41], where degenerate FWM process was employed to map dispersed
ultrafast OTDM channels, through a dispersed flat-top pump, into single
parallel WDM channels. Knowing that a dispersed OTDM channel can map
through a dispersed flat-top pump into a single frequency bin, a single dis-
persed OTDM channel can be replaced by the the STEAM signal and the
dispersed pump with a reference. Then, the FWM process should calcu-
late the dot product of the reference and the STEAM signal and map them
into a single frequency bin (a WDM channel). This single frequency bin
can then be filtered for integration to complete the correlation function. In
addition, this scheme maps multiple OTDM channels into multiple WDM
channel. This could be potentially exploited for parallel processing of multi-
ple STEAM systems and mapping each dot product into a separate frequency
bin or wavelength channel.
The proposed correlator introduced in this chapter performs multiplica-
tion or dot product of the STEAM signal and a reference signal exploiting
the FWM process and uses simple electrical integration to complete the cor-
relation function.
The general concept of the proposed correlator is illustrated in figure 3.1.
The frequency-time diagram of two ultrashort pulses are depicted in figure
3.1 points (I), and (II). They have a broad spectrum while being narrow
in time. The spectrum of the upper pulse (I) contains shorter wavelengths
(blue), while the lower pulse (II) has the longer wavelengths (red). Here, the
blue section of the spectrum is dedicated for emulating the spectrally encoded
STEAM system, while the red section is designated for generation of the refer-
ence signal. Both pulses are sent through optical filters to become spectrally
modulated with binary intensity patterns. In this conceptual schematic, the
spectrum of the STEAM pulse is modulated with the pattern 1100000101 ,
and the reference pulse is modulated with the pattern 1101010101 at points
(III) and (IV) respectively.
These signals are still compact in time and distributed in the spectrum.
As in the STEAM systems [6], the two pulses are dispersed in long lengths
of fibre to perform the dispersive FT, converting the spectrally encoded data
into temporal waveforms as shown in figure 3.1 at points (V), and (VI).
The spectral width of the reference is chosen to be twice that of the image
signal, and the pulses are dispersed so that only one spectral component from
the image and one spectral component from the reference are present at any
particular point in time. This requires the reference to be dispersed by half as
much as the image such that both signals occupy the same temporal duration.
The two synchronised temporal waveforms are then combined and sent
through a nonlinear medium where degenerate FWM between the reference
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and the image occurs creating new idler signal at frequency
ωi = 2ωp(t)− ωs(t), (3.1)
where ωp(t) and ωs(t) are the instantaneous frequencies of the image and the
reference respectively. According to equation (2.82), which is repeated here
for simplicity:
Ei(t) ∝ E∗s (t)E2p(t), (3.2)
the temporal response of the idler depicted in figure 3.1 at point (IX) is the
dot product of the image and the reference patterns in figure 3.1 at points
(VII, and VIII).
By choosing to disperse the reference by half as much as the image, the
idler product from the mixing of these two signals will always appear at the
same wavelength at the output. This enables the idler to be filtered using a
simple, single wavelength optical filter to produce the spectral response and a
temporal response as shown in figure 3.1 at points (X), and (XI) respectively.
The idler is then electrically integrated to complete the correlation of
the two input signals. The integration produces a single value output. The
value of the output should linearly increase with the number of 1 bits in the
idler pattern. If the image is similar to the reference pattern, the correlation
output reaches the matching threshold indicating a match. If not, which is
the case here with the patterns of the choice, the correlation output does not
reach the matching threshold which specifies a mismatch.
3.1.2 Experimental setup and characterisation
Having conceived the correlation concept in section 3.1.1, it is appropriate
now to demonstrate the system setup and at the same time characterise the
system at different stages of the setup. The question is if the practical system
behaves as conceptually predicted as in the previous section.
Setting up the system and characterisation is divided into three stages.
First, the STEAM image and the reference are emulated. Then, the effi-
ciency of the FWM of the STEAM image and the reference is verified to
ensure a strong idler at the expected frequency determine by equation (3.1)
is produced. Finally, the system is tested as a whole to check if it emulates
the conceptual correlator presented in the previous section.
System overview
Firstly, the STEAM signal and the reference signal need to be emulated.
In the ultimate realisation, the images to be correlated would come from a
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Figure 3.2: Experiment setup; FFL: femtosecond fiber laser (Prirel, FFL-20-
0600), VOL: variable optical delay line, WaveShaper (Finisar WS4000), PC:
polarization controller, EDFA: Erbium doped fiber amplifier (PM-EDFA, Pri-
tel SP-PMFA-22), HNLF: highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF, OFS 1 km of stan-
dard HNLF), AWG: arrayed waveguide grating (AWG, ANDevices DWDM-
F-100 G), OSA: optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Anritsu MS9710C), PD1:
(PD, u2t XPDV2120R), PD2: photodetector (PD, NewFocus 2011), OSC:
oscilloscope (OSC, Agilent 86100A), VDC: voltmeter (Agilent 86100A).
complete STEAM system, arriving at the correlator at the full frame rate
of up to 40 frames a nanosecond. The ultimate system would then compare
each of these images with a target pattern. This target pattern could be held
constant changing at only the millisecond time-scale. The target pattern
could thus be generated using a relatively slow programmable filter such as
a Finisar WaveShaper.
For simplicity this proof of concept system uses a programmable filter to
generate the target pattern for matching, but uses the same programmable
filter to emulate the STEAM camera. This is illustrated in figure 3.2, where a
single broad spectrum pulse is filtered by a programmable filter and separated
into two spectrally encoded outputs, the emulated received STEAM image
(at point I) and the target pattern to match (at point II). For simplicity,
these two images are binary. The two spectrally encoded pulses are then
dispersed to form time domain sequence (figure 3.2, points III and IV), they
are then synchronised, combined and amplified (figure 3.2, point V) before
being mixed in a highly nonlinear to produce an idler fibre (Figure 3.2, Point
VI). The generated idler is then filtered out (Figure 3.2, point VII) and
integrated electronically.
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Figure 3.3: Spectrum of the the target reference (red) and received image
(blue) before dispersion (a); frequency to time mapping of the target reference
(b) and the received image(c).
Spectral encoding and dispersive FT
Details of the equipment used to implement this setup are given in the caption
of figure 3.2. A femtosecond fibre laser is used as the optical source. This laser
generates optical pulses which are narrow in time but very broad in spectrum
similar to points (I), and (II) in figure 3.1. The laser pulse rate is 20 MHz for
an average output power of 20 mW. The Finisar Waveshaper (WS), which
is a programmable optical filter, is used to split the laser spectrum into two
parts and also encodes each part with a 10 bit-long pattern as illustrated in
figure 3.1 at points (III), and (IV). Particularly, the low frequency part of the
spectrum between 193.3 and 193.67 THz is used for encoding the reference
pattern while the high frequency part between 193.67 and 193.84 THz is
used for the image pattern. The WS has been programmed to encode the
bit patterns of 1101010101 and 1100000101 into the spectra of the reference
and the image respectively. To perform the dispersive FT, the reference and
the image signal are dispersed through 21 km and 41 km of SMF-28 fibres
respectively.
The spectra of the reference (red) and the image (blue) measured at
the outputs of the WS using an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Anritsu
MS9710C) and is presented in figure 3.3(a). The encoded patterns of 1101010101
and 1100000101 are clearly evident in the spectral domain. The temporal
waveforms of the reference and the image, measured using a fast oscilloscope
(OSC, Agilent 86100A), after they have been dispersed through 21 kms and
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41 kms of SMF-28 fibres respectively are presented in figures 3.3(b) and
3.3(c). The temporal waveforms of figures 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) are rather noisy
due to the low sensitivity of the PD1 used for this observation.
In the case of an ideal dispersive FT, it is expected that the bits in figures
3.3(b) and 3.3(c) follow exactly the pattern of figure 3.3(a). However, there
are minor discrepancies observed in the amplitude level of the waveforms
which are due to the limited accumulated dispersion resulting in a non-ideal
dispersive FT. The discrepancies can also be corresponded to the limited
frequency and amplitude resolution of the WS which are around 10 GHz and
and 1dB respectively. However, if this limitation causes practical constraints,
the WS could be used in a computer-controlled mode, and an iterative loop
could be implemented until the expected results are achieved.
Overall, it is evident that the accumulated dispersion of the single-mode
fibres has mapped the spectra of the reference and the image onto their
temporal waveforms and the bit duration which appears to be ≈ 84 ps follows
∆t = ∆ωβL.
Efficiency of the degenerate FWM
Following the setting up and characterisation of the first stage of the system,
that is the STEAM and the reference signal emulation, the setup must be
extended to perform FWM of the STEAM and the reference signals. If the
two spectrally engineered and dispersed image and reference are sent for
the FWM process, a strong idler should emerge at frequency ωi govern by
equation (3.1), well above the noise floor, separated far enough from other
spectral components so that it can be isolated successfully filtered for further
processing.
After synchronisation of the reference and the image, they are combined
using a 3 dB polarization maintaining fibre coupler. Polarization controllers
(PC) are employed to align polarizations. The optical signal is boosted using
a polarization maintaining Erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) for efficient
FWM before being introduced to a highly nonlinear fibre (HNLF)[figure 3.2
,point (V)]. As discussed in section 3.1.1, the spectral distribution and dis-
persion of the reference and the image are engineered as shown in figure 3.1
to ensure that the expected idler is generated a narrow frequency bin at ap-
proximately 194 THz or 1545.32 nm [figure 3.2, point (VI]. At the HNLF
output, an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) is used [figure 3.2, point (VII)]
to filter the aforementioned idler
The spectra of the reference and the image at the input of the EDFA and
output of the HNLF are measured using the OSA and are presented in figures
3.4(a) to 3.4(c). Figure 3.4(a) shows that the SNR of the the reference and
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Figure 3.4: Spectra measured at (a) Input of the EDFA, (b) output of the
HNLF, and (c) after filtering the idler using the arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG).
the image are is better that 30 dB. After propagating through the HNLF
and idler is generated at ≈ 194 THz as predicted by equation (3.1). Figure
3.4(b) shows that the idler has better that 15 dB signal to noise ratio relative
to the ASE noise floor. The idler signal is also well separated from the other
spectral components and thus it could be easily filtered. Figure 3.4(c) depicts
the spectrum of the idler after filtering using the arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG) optical filter. It can be seen from figure 3.4(c) that the idler has
been filtered with the unwanted spectral components of figure 3.4(b) being
suppressed by at least 30 dB below the level of this idler.
So far, the waveforms and the spectra of the signals at different stages
of the setup have been characterised and it is safe to conclude the STEAM
signals have been emulated successfully and that the idler, which should
contain the dot product of the reference and the image, is well above the
noise floor and has been simply isolated for further processing.
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Figure 3.5: Idler waveforms generated by a fixed reference pattern of
1101010101 and various image patterns: (a) For 6-bits match (1101010101),
(b) for 5-bits match (1101000101), (c) for 4-bits match (1100000101), (d) For
3-bits match (0100000101), (e) for 2-bits match (0000000101), (f) For 1-bit
match (0000000001), and (g). For 0-bit match (0000000000); (h) depicts
correlator output voltages for each cases of (a-g).
Demonstration of the correlator
To confirm if the system does in fact perform as a correlator, it is required
to verify if the idler generated from the FWM of the image and the reference
patterns carries a temporal waveform that is equal to the dot product of the
two patterns, and if the idler is electrically filtered, the results contain of the
correlation of the reference and the image.
The filtered idler is sent to photodetectors for observation of its temporal
waveform (PD1) using a fast oscilloscope and also for electronic integration
(PD2) to obtain the correlation result which is finally measured using a digital
voltmeter (VDC).
The reference pattern is fixed to 1101010101 and various image patterns
are used to check if the idler contains the dot product of the reference and the
image. The fast oscilloscope (OSC, Agilent 86100A) is used detected and ob-
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served the idler to verify its temporal waveforms. To integrate over the idler
temporal waveforms, the idler is detected using a low speed photodetector
with built in 10 dB electrical gain and a low pass filter. Considering the idler
signal having a temporal duration of approximately 0.85 ns and the frame
rate of 20 MHz, this idler can be easily integrated using a low pass filter with
a time constant larger than 1ns but less than half of the inverted frame rate
of 50 ns. In this experiment, a low pass filter with the cut-off frequency of
200 MHz is used and the DC output is measured using a voltmeter (VDC,
Agilent 86100A).
The results are presented in figures 3.5(a) to 3.5(h). It is apparent that
the waveform of the idler represents an AND operation between the reference
and the image digital sequences for all cases as expected, which follows the
predictions in section 3.1.1. Figure 3.5(h) displays the measured voltages
associated with various idler waveforms of figures 3.5(a)-3.5(g).
The measured output voltages increase with the number of matched bit
ones as expected. Since the output voltage is proportional to the time in-
tegration of the waveforms, it represents the degree of correlation between
the reference and the image. It is expected that the voltages of figure 3.5(h)
should be precisely proportional to the number of matched bits with value
unity. However, careful observation shows that the voltages do not scale
exactly linearly with the number of matched bits which is due to the fluc-
tuations of the waveform of each specific bits when the WS is reconfigured
for different wave pattern as shown in figures 3.5(a) to 3.5(g). The origin of
these fluctuations is mainly the change in the condition for ideal dispersive
FT expressed in equation (3.3) and repeated here for simplicity,
| tδ
2Dacc
|  1, (3.3)
where tδ is the total width of the ultrashort pulse before dispersion and Dacc
is the accuulated dispersion. For different patterns tδ can change resulting
in minor fluctuations in the frequency-to-time mapped signal. The effects
can also be attributed to the change of polarization when changing the pat-
terns using the WS. Although this was not a limiting factor for this proof
of concept experiment, practical systems could compensate for these effects
by using higher amount of dispersion or engineering the WS to compensate
for amplitude fluctuations [90]. Also, the setup can be made polarization
maintaining throughout. In addition, this should not impose a limitation
when scaling the system as long as the frequency-to-time mapping condition
is not changed, in other word, if the total amount of dispersion and the pixel
bandwidth are kept constant.
It is also observed from figure 3.5(h) that the correlation result for the
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waveform associated with no bit matching (0000000000) of 3.5(g) is not zero
as expected. This is attributed to the characteristics of the photodetector
which has built in trans-impedance amplifier that produces a DC offset out-
put voltage even when no optical power is present. This does not present
a fundamental constraint on the system performance as simple scaling or
normalisation of the output power will rectify the issue.
Overall, the result of figure 3.5(h) shows that the correlator works as
conceptually predicted in Section 3.1.1.
3.1.3 Conclusions
This section presented an experimental proof of concept of an all-optical
correlator. The multiplication stage of the correlation function has been per-
formed all-optically using the FWM process and the strong, well-separated
narrow bandwidth idler could be easily isolated and be electronically fil-
tered using a low-pass filter. This is the first demonstration of an all-optical
STEAM compatible correlator which unlike previous methods [72, 73], per-
forms correlation without the need for fast and sophisticated electronics.
3.2 Intensity image recognition
The previous section presented a proof of concept system for 1-D pattern
recognition of emulated STEAM signals. The simplistic nature of the signal,
that is binary patterns of only a few bits in length, have limited applications
such as barcode reading [15]. However, in practical applications such as
screening of different cell types in a flow cytometry application via single-
cell imaging at a frame rate of ≈ 40 MHz [8, 37], it is necessary to perform
2-D image recognition with larger number of pixels and ultimately in the
analogue regime. Hence, the performance of the proposed correlator in the
previous section not only needs to be investigated for a larger number of
pixels, but also its behaviour must be verified in the context of a physical
STEAM camera, with resolution limitations and a physical image. The large
number of pixels, results in a wide FWM spectrum. The FWM process
needs to perform efficiently over a wide range of bandwidth. Also, the Airy
transfer function of each pixel in a physical STEAM system can potentially
deteriorate the comparison process, in other words, degrading the signal to
noise ratio and confidence of pattern matching. Therefore, in this section,
for this proof of principle, frame-by-frame simulation of image recognition
of the flow of a white circular object in a black background for a physical
STEAM camera is performed.
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Figure 3.6: Conceptual schematic of the proposed intensity image recognition
system: (a) STEAM camera imaging the flow of a circular object (b) reference
generation (c) intensity image recognition; FFT: femtosecond fibre laser.
3.2.1 Concept
The general concept of the system is depicted in figure 3.6(a), which is very
similar to figure 3.2 where a WaveShaper was used to emulate the STEAM
camera. Here, a STEAM camera records a sequence of frames imaging the
movement of a circular object along a linear trajectory. The aim is to de-
termine the instance when the object is centred in the field of view of the
camera. Hence, if the object is located at the ceter of the field of view of
the camera, the proposed correlator should produce a maximum output, and
the correlation output should drop if the object is out of the field of view
of the camera. For simplicity it is assumed that the object is sampled us-
ing a raster scan and that the horizontal scan is aligned to the direction
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of motion. As explained in section 2.2.4, the STEAM camera operates by
space to frequency mapping, i.e. using two orthogonal spatial dispersers the
spatial information of the image is mapped onto the spectrum of an ultra-
short broadband optical pulse. In figure 3.6(a) and 3.6(b), an optical pulse
is filtered spectrally, with the longer wavelengths, being used to capture the
STEAM image and the shorter wavelengths being used to create a reference
against which the STEAM image will be tested. First the features of the
object are mapped onto the spectrum of the ultrashort pulse and reflected
back into the camera. The frequency-time relation of this pulse after being
reflected from the STEAM camera is presented at point (I) in figure 3.6.
The spectral information is transmitted through a dispersive medium
and is serialized into the time domain at the output of the camera [figure
3.6, point (II)]. At the same time, a reference is generated corresponding to
the target image (the case when the object is located at the center of the
frame) by first carving information into the spectrum of the ultrashort pulse
using an optical filter [figure 3.6, point (III)] and then mapping the frequency
information into the time domain using a dispersive medium [figure 3.6, point
(IV)].
Subsequently, the STEAM frames and the reference frame are serialized
into the time domain and are sent through a nonlinear medium to exploit the
degenerate FWM process as a comparison unit. This also has been illustrated
in figure 3.6(a, b). The signal and the pump in the degenerate FWM process
are related to the idler via equation (3.2) which is also available in the inset
of figure 3.6(c). Here, the signal and the pump are referred to as the STEAM
frames and the reference respectively.
Similar to the 1-D correlator in section 3.1.1, the bandwidth of the refer-
ence frame is engineered to be half of the bandwidth of the image while it is
dispersed twice as much, and the FWM product, the idler [figure 3.6, point
(V)] maps into one single frequency bin [40].
Figure 3.6(c) illustrates the proposed intensity image recognition system
for four consecutive STEAM frames and the reference frame. STEAM frame 0
represents the instance where the white object is located at the center of the
frame until it gradually moves out of the frame in STEAM frame 3. When
the STEAM camera scans the opaque white object, the respective spectral
power reflects back into the camera while all the spectral power scanning the
black background gets absorbed. In this way the image is encoded into the
intensity spectrum of the pulse source with the amplitude of 1 for the white
object and the amplitude of 0 for the black background. After frequency-
to-time mapping, the image is compared against the reference via FWM.
Note that the system could similarly be set up in transmission, where the
object would then be encoded with 0 amplitude and the background with an
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(I) (II) (III)
Figure 3.7: Simulation set-up: (a) VPI software simulation set-up: FFT is
a femtosecond fiber laser; OF1, OF2, and OF3 are optical filters; VOL is a
variable optical delay line with ∆t delay to synchronise the outputs of OF1
and OF2; (b) STEAM camera simulation stages.
amplitude of 1.
The FWM process performs the dot product of the reference frame with
each consecutive STEAM frame, with the result mapped onto the idler fre-
quency. Thereafter, integrating over the idler results in the correlation of the
two images. This can be carried out using a slow photodiode to measure the
idler intensity waveform.
In figure 3.6(c), the dot product of STEAM frame 0 to STEAM frame 3
with the reference are presented as Idler frame 0 to Idler frame 3 respectively.
The white area in Idler frame 0 to Idler frame 3 represents an area of the
overlap between the moving object in the input frames and the object in the
reference frame. Since the reference is engineered to match STEAM frame 0,
Idler frame 0 has the largest white area and Idler frame 3 has the smallest
white area. Integrating over idler patterns produces the outputs indicating
similarity of the reference frame and the STEAM frames, which is highest
for Idler frame 0 and lowest for Idler frame 3. Hence, the instance where the
object is located at the center of the frame can be determined.
3.2.2 Simulated performance of the intensity image
recognition system
Having explained the intensity image correlation concept in the previous
section, this section now simulates and characterises the physical system
using the VPI simulator software [91], in conjunction with the user-defined
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Figure 3.8: Spectrum before and after HNLF: (a) the intensity spectrum of
the STEAM frame 0 and the reference frame before FWM (b) the intensity
spectrum of the STEAM frame 0 and the reference frame and the idler after
FWM.
computer program. VPI is a particularly advanced design kit specialized for
simulation of optical systems.
The simulation and characterisation of the system is performed in two
stages. First, the FWM process of STEAM frame 0 and the reference frame
is simulated and characterised to ensure efficient FWM and then the system
is simulated and tested as a whole to check the performance of the pattern
recognition system.
FWM simulation and characterisation
If the synchronised and dispersed STEAM frames and reference frame are
sent through a HNLF, a well separated narrow band idler should emerge at
the expected frequency. The idler power should be at a level above the noise
floor which practical implementation is deemed possible.
Figure 3.7(a) illustrates the simulation setup. First a broadband pulse
source generates ultrashort pulses with FWHM of ≈ 330fs, and a repetition
rate of 100MHz, and an average output power of ≈ 55mW . These laser
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characteristics can be reasonably achieved in practice. The pulse is split into
two paths using a splitter and is used as the pulse source for the STEAM
camera [figure 3.6(a)] on the top path, and to generate the reference frame
[figure 3.6(b)] in the lower path.
The generation of the STEAM frames is depicted in figure 3.7(b). First
a high-resolution image-2048× 2048 pixels-depicting a white circular object
on a black background is created. The area of the white object is chosen
to be equal to the area of the black background. To simulate the available
bandwidth or the number of available pixels of the camera the high-resolution
image is downsampled to 8×8 pixels [figure 3.7(b), point (I)]. This is followed
by space-to-frequency mapping which in a physical STEAM camera is per-
formed using a 2D spatial disperser. In practice, the STEAM camera employs
two gratings to achieve 2-D frequency-to-space mapping [6]. The function of
the 2D spatial disperser, space to frequency mapping, is simulated by map-
ping the pixels of each column of the downsampled image sequentially into
the frequency domain.
The resulting frequency spectrum is shown at point (II) in figure 3.7(b).
After the image information is mapped into the frequency domain each pixel
obtains a 20GHZ bandwidth. The resulting spectral information is then
convolved with an Airy function with the bandwidth of 10 GHZ to simulate
the optical transfer function of the STEAM camera. The resulting spectrum
is presented in figure 3.7(b) at point (III) which extends from 193 THz to
194.28 THz.
Optical filter 2 carves the spectral information of the reference frame onto
the blue side of the pulse spectrum. However, in contrast to the STEAM
images a pixel bandwidths of 10 GHz and an Airy function bandwidth of 5
GHz was chosen. Hence, the frequency range for the reference frame extends
from 194.42 to 195.06 THz, which is half of the bandwidth that the STEAM
frames occupy.
Following the optical filters, single mode fibres are utilized for the fre-
quency to time mapping. Because the bandwidth of the reference frame is
half of the bandwidth of the STEAM frames, it is dispersed through 40km
of single mode fibre while the STEAM frames are dispersed through 20km of
single mode optical fibre. The simulated single mode fibre has a dispersion
of β2 = −22 ps2 km−1, making the temporal duration of each pixel approx-
imately 54 ps, corresponding to 18 GHz data rate. For simplicity, higher
order dispersion is assumed to be zero.
The two paths are synchronized using a delay line and sent into an HNLF
where they undergo FWM. In practice, a physical delay such as a short
length of fiber, to account for maximum half the pulse period, could be
employed for synchronisation [41]. The HNLF has a length of 33.6m, and a
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nonlinear index of γ = 5.732× 10−20 m2 W−1, and a dispersion coefficient of
D = 0.5× 10−6 s m−2 , and a dispersion slope of D = 0.026× 103 s m−3. The
FWM process should produce an idler at 195.9 THz according to (3.1).
Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) represent the spectrum of a STEAM frame
and the reference frame before and after the HNLF respectively. Both the
STEAM frame and the reference frame represent the instance where the
object is located at the center of the frame. Since practically, the STEAM
frames would be generated by a physical camera, they are attenuated by 5dB
relative to the reference frame. The bandwidth of the STEAM frame and
the reference frame are 1.28 THz and 0.64 THz respectively. The the idler
maps to 195.9 THz as predicted in the previous paragraph.
Without employing an EDFA amplifier to boost the FWM process, a
spectral intensity of −45 dB is achieved for the idler. This power level can
be easily amplified using a low noise EDFA if one needs further amplification
for practical purposes where the noise floor is usually somewhere between -50
dB and -60 dB. The idler can then be easily filtered out using optical filter
3 taking that the idler frequency is well separated from the reference frame
spectrum.
Performance of the intensity image recognition system
Having made sure that the idler has been successfully produced, the per-
formance of the correlator needs to be verified. Integrating over the idler
should result in a maximum output for the instance where the object is lo-
cated at the center of the frame and the correlation output should decrease
by increasing the position of the object relative to the center of the frame.
To test the performance of the intensity image recognition system, the
movement of the object along a linear trajectory is simulated. The object is
translated horizontally in the downsampled image in steps of 1 pixel before
mapping into the frequency domain, and convolving with an Airy function.
The simulation performs the STEAM imaging by updating optical filter 1
with the generated spectral information, which carves the image information
into the spectrum of the laser pulses. Generated STEAM frames (9 frames
total), are labelled STEAM frame 0 to STEAM frame 8 respectively. The
number in the labels indicates the distance of the object from the center of
the image in terms of pixels. These frames are presented in figure 3.9, serving
as the horizontal axis of the plot.
Since the objective is to detect the instance when the object is located at
the center of the frame, the reference frame is generated to match STEAM frame 0.
The pixel values range from 0 to 1 corresponding to black and white respec-
tively. The STEAM frames are changed from STEAM frame 0 to STEAM frame 8
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Figure 3.9: Normalized output of the intensity image recognition system
versus the position of the moving object relative to the background for: ideal
simulation, VPI simulation for the noise- free condition, S/N = 8 dB, and
S/N = 5 dB.
consecutively, and the dot product with the reference frame is mapped into
the idler frequency. The idler is filtered using optical filter 3 which is centred
at the expected idler frequency and has a bandwidth of 10 GHz. The idler is
input into a power meter to measure the optical power which is akin to mea-
suring the area under the idler envelope in the time domain i.e. integrating
over the idler.
To achieve a theoretically ideal one-to-one frequency-to-time mapping,
an infinite amount of dispersion is required [7]. Hence, to be able to assess
the accuracy of the correlation results, a separate computer simulation was
performed assuming an ideal one-to-one frequency to time mapping.
The results are normalized relative to the maximum power and are pre-
sented in figure 3.9. It is evident that as the object moves out of the frame
the correlation output decreases. There is an excellent agreement between
the VPI simulation and the ideal simulation, confirming that the correlator
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performs as conceptually predicted in section 3.2.1. The small difference be-
tween the ideal results and the VPI simulation results can be corresponded
to the non-ideal frequency-to-time mapping in the simulations due to the
infinite lengths of single-mode fibres.
3.2.3 Conclusions
Overall, the intensity pattern recognition system has been simulated suc-
cessfully in the context of a physical STEAM camera with its own practical
limitations. Efficient FWM was achieved over a large bandwidth of ≈ 3 THz,
constituting the STEAM frames, the reference frame, and the idler, showing
that the proposed correlator practically can be scaled to large number of
pixels and can be applied to real life specimens; it is also highly compatible
with a physical STEAM camera with a limited resolution which is evident
by a good extinction ratio of the correlation output.
3.3 Phase image recognition
The STEAM camera is limited to imaging opaque objects–the objects with
rather high refractive index or absorption contrast [92, 93]. However, in
many applications such as imaging biological cells, the samples are rather
transparent while STEAM suffers from low contrast. Although chemical
stains can decrease the transparency and thus increase the contrast, it is
time consuming and also can involve the damage of the live specimens.
To address the above issue, in [92, 93], a STEAM camera in conjunc-
tion with a Nomarski prism–also known as N-STEAM–can be employed for
imaging of transparent objects. Such a system utilizes the Nomarski phase
contrast ability to convert the phase shift introduced in a spectral component
of an ultrashort pulse into an intensity variation.
However, there are potential benefits in dealing with phase information
directly in pattern recognition applications. The phase encoded information
is less susceptible to noise. For example, in integration of intensity informa-
tion the noise also accumulates, while in integration of phase information,
considering the random nature of phase noise and that it can have both neg-
ative and positive values, the noise should statistically accumulate to zero.
A detailed investigation of the effect of noise in intensity and phase systems
in provided in section 3.4.
In addition, as discussed in section 3.1.2 intensity pattern recognition
systems such as [73], emulating AND gates (or more generally the dot product
when used with analogue images), are blind in matching 0 bits. In contrast,
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Figure 3.10: Conceptual schematic of the proposed intensity image recogni-
tion system: (a) STEAM camera imaging the flow of a circular object; (b)
reference generation; (c) phase image recognition; FFT: femtosecond fibre
laser.
as discussed extensively in section 2.3.3 FWM of phase data can perform
subtraction [78, 79] and hence realize XOR [78, 79, 86] gates, which can lead
to more discriminatory pattern recognition systems compared to intensity
based recognition.
Hence, this section presents a phase pattern recognition system which
exploits the degenerate FWM process to compare the phase of the STEAM
image and a reference and perform a high contrast image detection compared
to the intensity system.
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3.3.1 Concept
Figure 3.10 depicts the conceptual schematic of the phase image recognition
system. The process of STEAM imaging and reference generation, that is
figure 3.10(a) to 3.10(b), is identical to that of the intensity image recogni-
tion system in section 3.2.1, so the procedure is not repeated here. The only
difference is that, here, the STEAM camera maps the features of a transpar-
ent object onto the spectral phase of the ultrashort pulse as opposed to the
intensity system where the features are mapped onto the spectral intensity
of the pulses. So, for the phase image, red and blue colors are used to denote
0 and pi phase shifts respectively.
Figure 3.10(c) illustrates the concept of phase image recognition for four
consecutive STEAM frames. Similar to the intensity image, STEAM frame 0
is the instance when the object is located at the center of the frame until it
gradually moves out of the frame in STEAM frame 3.
In this section, it is assumed that STEAM is imaging a transparent ob-
ject. For a transparent object as in [92, 93], a mirror needs to be located
behind the object so that the phase encoded spectra reflects back into the
STEAM camera. When the STEAM camera scans the object with a par-
ticular refractive index (blue) and the background with a different refractive
index (red), all the respective spectral power reflects back into the camera
with no attenuation since the image is transparent. Also maximum phase
contrast for the image is assumed which means that the spectral components
scanning the object obtain a relative phase-shift of pi, while the spectral com-
ponents scanning the background obtain a relative phase shift of 0. This is
because different media with different refractive indices and thicknesses will
impose different phase shifts.
After frequency to time mapping the STEAM frames and the reference
frame are run through a highly nonlinear medium for FWM. This produces an
idler that can be expressed as Ei = e
jφi(t), with a constant temporal intensity,
and a temporal phase shift of φi(t), governed by (2.83) and presented again
here for simplicity
φi = 2φp − φs, (3.4)
which represents the instantaneous phase relationship, imposed by the FWM
process, between the idler, the STEAM frames and the reference frame, rep-
resented by φi(t), φs(t), and φp(t) respectively. According to (5.4), if the
phase of the image frame (φs(t)) is double the phase of the reference frame
(φp(t)), then the resulting idler will have a zero phase shift (φi(t)). If this
relationship between the STEAM image and reference can be maintained
over the entire sequence, then the resulting idler sequence will have a uni-
form phase. If this idler is then integrated, then all of the elements will
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(I) (II) (III)
Figure 3.11: Simulation set-up: (a) VPI software simulation set-up: FFT is
a femtosecond fiber laser; OF1, OF2, and OF3 are optical filters; VOL is a
variable optical delay line with ∆t delay to synchronise the outputs of OF1
and OF2; τ stands for 1 pixel delay in the summing network (b) STEAM
camera simulation stages.
accumulate constructively producing a large output. If at any point in the
sequence, the phase of the image is not double the phase in the image, then
the resulting idler will have a phase that is different to zero at that point in
the sequence. In this case, when the idler is integrated, this component will
sum destructively reducing the value of the overall integral. In this way the
integral of the idler can be used as a measure of the correlation between the










To implement the integration process in equation (3.5), that is to convert
the output phase into measurable power, an interferometric structure is pro-
posed that constitutes a network of splitters and optical delay lines which
in this paper is referred to as the summing network. Using delay lines, it
synchronizes all the pixels of the idler and coherently adds them. Its func-
tion emulates equation (3.5), and will be discussed in details in the following
section.
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Figure 3.12: Spectrum before and after HNLF: (a) before the HNLF, (b)
after the HNLF.
3.3.2 Simulated performance of the phase image recog-
nition system
In the previous section, the operation of the phase pattern recognition system
was conceptually described. This section now simulates and characterises the
physical system using the VPI simulator software [91], in conjunction with the
user-defined computer program. Similar to the intensity image recognition
system, the simulation and characterisation of the system is performed in
two stages. First, the FWM process of STEAM frame 0 and the reference
frame is simulated and characterised to ensure efficient FWM and then the
system is simulated and tested as a whole to check the performance of the
pattern recognition system.
FWM simulation and characterisation
If the synchronised and dispersed STEAM frames and reference frame are
sent through the HNLF, a well separated narrow band idler should emerge
at the expected frequency determined by equation (3.1). The idler power
should be at a level above the noise floor which practical implementation is
deemed possible.
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Figure 3.11 demonstrated the simulation setup that is very similar to that
of the intensity image recognition system up to the integration process which
is carried out differently for phase interferometry as opposed to the intensity
information where a simple power meter suffices. Hence, this section avoids
the description of the setup upto the integration process and directly presents
the characterisation of the FWM process.
Figures 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) represent the spectrum of the STEAM frame 0
and the reference frame before and after HNLF. Note that, in the case of
phase image recognition, the information is only in the phase of the ultrashort
pulses leading to flat-top intensity profiles. In figure 3.12(a), similar to the
intensity pattern recognition system, the STEAM frames are attenuated by 5
dB relative to the reference frame. The bandwidth of the STEAM frames and
the reference frame is the same as the intensity pattern recognition system.
Similarly, the idler is mapped to the frequency 195.9 THz as it is evident
from figure 3.12(b). Without the need to employ an EDFA amplifier to
boost FWM process, a spectral intensity of −40 dB is achieved for the idler
which is well above the noise floor of a practical fibre-optics system which
can be ≈ 50 dBm. The idler is then filtered out using optical filter 3 and
sent through the a structure called the summing network for integration.
Performance of the phase image recognition system
Having made sure that the idler has been successfully produced, the perfor-
mance of the phase pattern recognition system needs to be verified. Integrat-
ing over the idler should result in a maximum output if the object is located
at the center of the frame and the correlation output should decrease, with
higher extinction ratio compared to the intensity pattern recognition system,
if the position of the object is increased relative to the center of the frame.
The integration of phase information needs to take into account the tem-
poral phase of the idler and thus operates differently to intensity integration.
To implement this functionality, an interferometric circuit is designed which
is called the summing network. This structure splits the idler waveform into
different arms of the interferometric structure and using tuned delays, co-
herently synchronizes all the temporal pixels of the idler waveform. At the
output of the summing network, all the pixels of the idler will coherently add
or subtract according to their relative phase which is akin to the implemen-
tation of the integral in equation (3.5).
A summing network is presented in figure 3.11(a). For simplicity, only
three stages are illustrated which would be used to correlate an 8(23) pixels
image, in contrast to the six stages summing network used to correlate 64(26)
pixels images in the later simulations. The 8 pixels idler is transmitted
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VPI simulation (Intensity)
VPI simulation (Phase)
Figure 3.13: Normalized correlation output of the phase image recognition
system versus the position of the moving object relative to the background
for: ideal computer simulation with with time-resolved measurment and in-
tegrated output; VPI simulation for the noise-free condition, S/N=8dB, and
S/N=5dB.
through the three stages summing network. In the first, second and the third
stage, the optical delays correspond to the temporal duration of 1, 2, and
4 pixels respectively. At the output of the summing network, the waveform
has a temporal length of 15 pixels (2m − 1,m = 8 being the number of the
pixels in the image). At the center of the waveform (8th temporal pixel), all
the idler pixels overlap and add coherently according to their relative phase.
The instantaneous power at the center of the waveform (8th temporal pixel)
is a measure of the integral in equation (3.5). However, instead of measuring
the 8th-pixel value through a time-resolved measurement, it is possible to
use a slow measurement which effectively integrates over the waveform. For
a random pattern and a large number of pixels, the value of the integrated
output converges to the value of the instantaneous optical power at the center
of the waveform. This is demonstrated in figure 3.13 by comparing the ideal
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value of instantaneous power in the middle of the waveform with the value
resulting from integrating the whole waveform.
To test the performance of the system, similar to the intensity pattern
recognition system, STEAM frame 0 to STEAM frame 8 were generated
as indicated in figure 3.13. To detect the instance when the object is lo-
cated at the center of the frame, the reference frame is generated to match
STEAM frame 0. This requires the reference frame to have half of the phase
shift as the STEAM frame as explained in section 3.3.1. The pixel val-
ues for the STEAM frames range from 0 to pi represented by a gradient
change of color from blue to red respectively. The reference pixel values
range from 0 to pi/2. The STEAM frames are changed from STEAM frame 0
to STEAM frame 8 consecutively and, the FWM product with the refer-
ence frame is mapped to the idler frequency. The FWM process implements
equation (3.4), which subtracts twice the temporal phase shift of the refer-
ence frame from the temporal phase shift of the STEAM frames. The idler is
then sent into an 6 stage summing network, and the power at the output of
the summing network is measured using an optical power meter. The results
are normalized relative to the maximum power and are presented in figure
3.12.
To be able to assess the accuracy of the correlation results, two separate
computer simulations were carried out. First, results were obtained assuming
an ideal one-to-one frequency-to-frequency mapping as well as assuming a
time-resolved measurement of the output waveform. A second set of results
were obtained assuming an ideal one-to-one frequency-to-frequency mapping
but instead of a time-resolved measurement the waveform at the output of
the summing network was simply integrated. Also to assess the extinction
ratio of the phase system relative to the intensity system, the correlation
results for the intensity system. All the above set of results are presented in
figure 3.13.
It is evident that the two sets of results with ideal frequency-to-time
mapping, with and without time resolved measurement, are quite similar
supporting the hypothesis that a time-resolved measurement is not necessary
and it suffices to simply integrate over the output waveform. For the first set
of data representing an ideal frequency-to-time mapping and a time-resolved
measurement, it is expected that the correlation output converges to zero as
the object moves out of the frame. This is because the area of the object
and the background are chosen to be equal. However, due to the sampling
process, digitizing the analog values, the correlation output slightly diverges
from zero, being ≈ 0.03.
There is a small difference between the curve representing correlation out-
put for the VPI simulation, and the curve assuming ideal frequency-to-time
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mapping. The reason for the difference is that the ideal frequency-to-time
mapping requires an infinite amount of dispersion which should result in a
single frequency idler with an infinitesimally narrow bandwidth idler. A lim-
ited amount of dispersion can impose a small chirp on the idler, or, in other
words, the idler bandwidth would not be infinitesimally small. So, different
pixels can obtain slightly different optical frequency causing them not to add
100% coherently in the summing network resulting in a slightly different out-
put compared to the ideal case. When the object is moving out of the frame,
for STEAM frame 7 and STEAM frame 8, the dissimilarity is more apparent.
This could be due to the fact that, generally, a spectrally modulated ultra-
short pulse has broader temporal width than an ultrashort pulse without any
or negligible spectral modulation. So, the quality of frequency-to-time map-
ping is different when the object is totally out of the frame (without spectral
modulation) compared to when the object is still in the frame (with spectral
modulation). This effect could be mitigated by increasing the amount of dis-
persion (longer dispersive fibres), or increasing the bandwidth of the pixels,
both improving the quality of the frequency to time mapping.
Compared to the intensity image correlation results (the green trace), a
much better extinction ratio is observed. However, when the object is moving
out of the frame some minor discrepancies in the summing network output
are present, which as explained above, can be attributed to the quality of the
frequency-to-time mapping when the object is almost out of the frame. This
effect is not present for the intensity system because it automatically gives a
zero output (multiplication with an empty frame) when the object is out of
the frame.
3.3.3 Conclusions
All in all, this section presented the first implementation of a pattern recog-
nition system for transparent STEAM images. Similar to the intensity image
recognition system, efficient FWM was observe over ≈ 3 THz of bandwidth.
The system is clearly capable of detecting the object when it passes through
the field of view of the camera, confirming that the phase image recogni-
tion performs as conceptually predicted as in section 3.3.1. Thanks to the
capability of the FWM process to subtract phase information, an overall
much better extinction ratio is obtained compared to the intensity pattern
recognition system.
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Figure 3.14: Normalized correlation output of the phase and intensity image
recognition systems versus the position of the moving object relative to the
background for: VPI simulation for the noise-free condition, S/N = 5 dB,
and S/N = 5 dB.
3.4 Noise analysis
In section 3.3.1, one of the advantages of pattern recognition of phase infor-
mation was proposed as being robust at the presence of random background
noise due to the ability of the phase information to obtain negative values
which would average to zero for truly random variations. In order to verify
this claim, the effect of noise on the performance of both intensity and phase
systems needs to be simulated and compared. Such investigation not only
helps to assess the immunity of the phase system to noise but also provides
insight into applicability of both systems in a real life application.
In the following, the effect of noise on the intensity system is investigated
first and then the analysis is moved onto the phase system. This approach
provide a reference for comparison when analysing the phase system.
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3.4.1 Effect of noise on the intensity system
If the background noise is present in the intensity system, given that the
intensity noise always has positive values, the noise from each pixel should
accumulate in the integration process and it is expected that the system is
greatly impaired.
Simulations are performed with added random image noise for two levels
of signal-to-noise ratio, 5 dB and 8 dB. The result, along with the noise free
VPI simulation results, are presented in figure 3.14. It is apparent that the
effect of noise on the performance of the intensity image recognition system is
substantial. The extinction ratio of the correlator has dramatically decreased
from the noise-free condition to S/N = 8 dB and has falen even further for
S/N = 5 dB.
In figure 3.14, the effective signal-to-noise ratio decreases as the object
is moving out of the frame. When the object is out of the frame, the signal
has vanished and the frame only contains noise. This explains the high
correlation output for STEAM frame 7, and STEAM frame 8, where there
is a high correlation between the reference frame and the high noise levels in
STEAM frame 7, and STEAM frame 8.
However, despite the relatively high noise levels chosen for this simulation,
the correlator is still working as in the sense that it can detect the object
when it passes through its field of view
3.4.2 Effect of noise on the phase system
Theoretically, for the phase system, if the number of pixels are large enough,
given the randomness of the noise, the accumulated noise should converge to
zero. This becomes manifest by considering
∑
cos(φi(t)) as accumulation of
random noise in the frame with n being the number of pixels. For a random
phase noise, the expression converges to zero by increasing the number of
pixels, n.
Similar to the intensity image recognition system, simulations are per-
formed with added random image noise for two levels of signal-to-noise ratio,
5 dB and 8 dB. The result, along with the noise free VPI simulation results,
are presented in figure 3.14.
It is apparent fro figure 3.14 that the phase pattern recognition system
is greatly immune to the effect of image noise compared to the intensity
system. The reason that adding noise is slightly diverging the summing
network output from the noise-free condition can be the fact that the number
of pixels, n = 64, is not large enough here for the sum above to converge to
zero. Another reason is that, as explained in section 3.3.2, the instantaneous
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power at the output of the summing network at the center of the output
waveform is not measured. The output of the summing network is integrated
which is a good approximation of summing all the pixels coherently.
3.4.3 Conclusions
Overall, it is evident that the intensity system still can operate in a high
noise environment with a signal-to-noise ratio as low as S/N = 5 dB. In
addition, the phase system has proved to be very robust at the presence of
noise compared to the intensity system.
3.5 Discussion
Throughout this chapter, mainly the issue regarding the performance of the
proposed systems were discussed. However, it is suitable to further discuss
the challenges of the practical implementations of the proposed system in
more depth and details.
3.5.1 The relative phase shift between the object and
the background
In the phase system, a relative pi phase shift of ∆φ = pi between the reference
and the background is assumed for the phase system. In practice, this might
not always be the case and the relative phase shift might be of a smaller
value. Both the extinction ratio and noise cancelling capability of the phase
system will be affected if ∆φ < pi. Below, the constraints imposed on the
system performance by a smaller phase shift and the potential approaches to
rectify these limitations are discussed.
Figure 3.15 illustrates the performance of the summing network of the
phase system when summing a match pixel and a mismatch pixel for dif-
ferent phase shifts between the object and the background. ~R0, the red
arrow, represents a match pixel in the idler, and ~R1(yellow), ~R2(green), and
~R∆φ(blue) represent mismatch pixels with ∆φ1 = pi, and ∆φ2 = 2pi/3, and
2pi/3 < ∆φ < pi respectively. All the match and mismatch pixels have a nor-
malised amplitude of 1 (no intensity modulation). ~Rout1 , ~Rout2 , and ~Rout∆φ
represent the outputs produced by the summing network when summing the
match vector ~R0 with ~R1, ~R2, and ~R∆φ respectively. When ∆φ = pi, ~R0
and ~R1 simply subtract and produce ~Rout1 which is a zero length vector rep-
resented by a purple dot at the centre. However, When the phase shift is
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Re
Im
Figure 3.15: Summation process in the summing network for a match pixel
and mismatch pixel, for different relative phase shift (∆φ) between the object
and the background. ~R0 is the match pixel. ~R1(yellow), ~R2(green), and ~R∆φ
(blue), are the mismatch pixels for different ∆φ, and ~Rout1 , ~Rout2 , and ~Rout∆φ
(purple) are the respective outputs of the summing network.
between 2pi/3 < ∆φ < pi, the produced output amplitude is still smaller than
unity (|~Rout∆φ| < 1) because
~Rout∆φ = |~R∆φ + ~R0| = |ej∆φ + 1| < 1, (3.6)
which means that the mismatch pixel still contributes negatively to the cor-
relation results, but not as efficiently as when the phase shift equals to pi,
and |~Routφ| = 0.
When ∆φ = 2pi/3 the system acts like the intensity pattern recognition
system–that is ~Rout2 = ~R0, meaning it acts as if the mismatch bit has not
contributed to the correlation results.
When ∆φ < 2pi/3 the system becomes even less discriminatory than the
intensity system since now the mismatch bits are contributing positively to
the correlation results.
One approach to address this limitation would be to modify the refer-
ence by applying an additional intensity mask, and eliminating the back-
ground/mismatch pixels contribution to the correlation results. In this case–
that is, the worst case scenario–the extinction ratio of the phase system would
be that of the intensity system.
Another method to deal with the above constraint when facing smaller
phase shifts would be to modify the reference to achieve a null at the output of
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Table 3.1: The reference can be modified to achieve minimum output for a







































the summing network for a match and high-intensity output for a mismatch.





0. To achieve a null for this pattern, the reference needs to




pi to obtain an idler of pi00pi which results in a zero
intensity output. Other possible inputs are presented in table 3.1 which result
in a higher intensity output.
Employing a programmable optical filter in practice, such as Finisar 4000s
WaveShaper, allows full control over the intensity and phase profile of the
reference pattern. The system is then capable of detecting objects with more
complex intensity and phase profile.
Also, in the FWM process, the pump wavelengths were used for the refer-
ence and the signal wavelengths were dedicated to the STEAM camera. This
is because traditionally, in many applications the user has control over the
pump for example for amplification or wavelength conversion. However, for
this application, they are completely interchangeable. For the phase shifts
smaller than pi/2, the STEAM camera could be operating at the pump wave-
length, and the signal wavelength could be used to generate the reference.
The phase shift of the STEAM frames would be doubled, improving the
system performance.
Regarding the effect of phase shift on the noise cancelling performance
of the phase system, the efficiency decreases with ∆φ; nevertheless, as long
as the noise has a relative phase shift to the match pixel, ~R0, the system
still exhibits some noise cancelling effects. When ∆φ = 0 (intensity image),
the system exhibits no noise cancelling effect and performs similarly to the
intensity system–that is, all noise add up in phase.
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3.5.2 The Dispersive medium
In the experimental work, long lengths of SMF-28 fibres have been used
to disperse the reference and the input signals. Although polarization con-
trollers have been employed to align the two signals prior to FWM, temper-
ature fluctuations in the two fibre spools could cause polarization misalign-
ment. Furthermore, temperature fluctuation can also change the dispersion
experienced by the reference and the image signals degrading their synchro-
nization. To quantise this, the thermal expansion coefficient of the core
material in SMF-28 fibres is α ≈ 55 µm m−1 K−1 [94]. A change of 1 ◦C in
temperature causes a fibre expansion of 0.11 m corresponding to a delay of
54 ps. The combination of the two effects alters the shape of the created idler
causing variation of the output voltages. In the experiment, the fibre spools
are wrapped in thermally isolated packages to keep them at a constant tem-
perature. It is anticipated that employing other means for dispersing signals
such as polarization maintaining fibre Bragg gratings could further minimize
this problem [38].
In the simulations, for the implementation of the frequency-to-time map-
ping, single-mode fibres (20km, and 40km) were employed with the assump-
tion of the absence of higher order dispersion. Significant higher order disper-
sion might degrade the system performance in some applications especially
for the transparent imaging system which deal with phase information. If
the higher order dispersion was an issue in practice, the same programmable
optical filters used to carve patterns onto the spectrum of the ultrashort
pulses, could also be programmed to compensate the higher order dispersion
[41]. Indeed, in [41], an OTDM to WDM conversion system was implemented
based on FWM, which mapped complex modulation format (QPSK) OTDM
channels to parallel narrowband idlers. DCF fibres were employed for the
frequency-to-time mapping.
3.5.3 The size of the object vs the background
In the simulations, an equal area for the background and the object were
assumed.This choice is not contingent on the performance of the systems.
The intensity system works for arbitrary object and background area without
any need for modifications. For the phase system, the reference could be
engineered in order to produce minimum correlation output when the object
is out of the frame and a maximum output for the target frame. This can be
achieved for example to make the background in the reference to have equal
area representation of 0, pi phase shifts.
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3.5.4 Intensity vs phase
For the proof of concept, the two systems were demonstrated by simulat-
ing the flow of a circular object along a linear trajectory, and detecting the
instance when the object is located at the centre of the frame. Since both
systems perform pixel-to-pixel comparison–that is, comparing a 64 pixels
image with a 64 pixels reference pixel by pixel–they are capable of pattern
recognition of arbitrary images. The only issue would be the fact that the
intensity system is blind to zero bits and can produce false positives. Never-
theless, the aim of the proposed pattern recognition systems is to reduce the
volume of data through screening the incoming images for possible matches
and therefore unique identifications of matching patterns would not be re-
quired. Sophisticated electronics can then be employed down the line to
achieve unique identification. Since the matched threshold is proportional to
the number of bit ones, it is thus possible to measure the energy in the refer-
ence to determine the expected matched threshold. As the reference changes
at the frame rate (MHz), this could be achieved electronically.
The intensity system works best when the reference has a high content
of bit-ones. When the reference is mainly populated with bit-zeros, the
matched output is reduced; resulting in small discrimination between the
matched and unmatched results, and the correlator does not work well in this
case. Since STEAM is not suitable for imaging transparent or low reflectivity
objects [92, 93], STEAM images often have a sizeable non-zero content. It is
therefore reasonable to assume that although this is an inherent limitation of
the proposed technique, it would have minimal impact for STEAM systems.
In addition, the above issue highlights the advantage of the phase sys-
tem, which by dealing with the phase information directly as opposed to the
N-STEAM camera [92, 93], enables exploiting optical phase processing tech-
niques. In the phase system, a mismatch bits exhibit negative weight to the
output, while in the intensity system, mismatch bits have no contribution to
the output correlation results. This has made the phase system much more
discriminatory and noise tolerant compared to the intensity system.
3.5.5 The feasibility of the summing network
Regarding the feasibility of the summing network, there are two primary
methods for practical implementations. One is to fabricate such an inter-
ferometric circuit with voltage controls for each delay to control the exact
phase shift of each pixel. Such interferometric circuits are well developed in
generation or detection of complex phase modulation formats such as DPSK,
QPSK [95]. An n pixel system would require n−1 delay units and thus n−1
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voltage controls and each voltage control could be monitored and tuned by
a computer.
A second method would be to employ a filter with the same transfer
function as the interferometric circuit [96]. The temporal length of the pixel
in the system is ≈ 60 ps, and the maximum delay of the system for a 64
pixels system is 32 temporal pixels equivalent to a resolution of ≈ 0.52 GHz.
In [97], an ultra-narrow bandwidth fiber-based filter with the 3dB bandwidth
of 0.65 GHz was presented. Hence, the high-resolution requirement of 0.52
GHz should not be considered as a limitation especially when it is eased for
faster data rate signals.
3.5.6 Locating an object in an input image
To perform all-optical pattern matching in a real life application, it is useful
and sometimes essential to define a strategy to locate an object in an input
image. A simple method is a manual search which we performed in this
thesis; however, an automated all-optical approach could be of significant
advantage. Because, in this work, the system produces idlers that map into
one single wavelength bin, it is possible to expand the system so that the
several copies of time interleave references can be used to scan an image in
search for an object. In this case, the idler spectrum will include several
wavelength bins, and each wavelength bin corresponds to a different location
of the object in the image. For this to work, it is important that the each
idler channel does not produce power at an adjacent channel. Using the phase
information, the random variation of the pixel values can make this possible
as the power that each idler produces on an adjacent channel accumulates to
zero. This idea is subject to further investigation.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter demonstrated for the first time all-optical pattern recognition
systems compatible with ultrafast temporal imaging systems such as the
STEAM camera. They can be employed for preprocessing of information
when the electronic bottleneck is an issue, for example in high-throughput
microfluidic cell diagnosis [8, 37].
Following an experimental proof of concept demonstration of a 1-D corre-
lator at the optical pulse rate of 20 MHz, the system was numerically tested
for pattern matching of 2-D opaque intensity and transparent phase images at
a frame rate of 100 MHz. The frame rate is only limited by the accumulated
dispersion required to perform the frequency-to-time mapping.
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The phase system exhibited a much higher extinction ratio compared to
the intensity system which highlights the merit of dealing with phase infor-
mation directly rather that resorting to using phase-to-intensity conversion
techniques such as employment of a Nomarski prism [92, 93]. This is the first
demonstration of phase pattern recognition of STEAM signals.
The performances of both systems were investigated in the presence of
background noise. While the intensity system performance was significantly
affected by the high background noise of 5 dB, the correlator was working in
a sense that it was still capable of detecting an object though with a smaller
extinction ratio.
The phase system is particularly immune to image noise and can be po-
tentially an excellent substitute for current techniques used for pattern recog-





Up to the present,temporal imaging such as STEAM and various other tech-
niques reviewed in Chapter 2, have used a broadened spectrum from a fem-
tosecond pulse as the carrier for the image. In Chapter 3, correlation and pat-
tern recognition of intensity and phase images were performed. The STEAM
images were emulated by using a progamable filtr to carve a signal into the
spectrum of an ultrashort pulse. However, the continuity of the spectrum im-
poses the requirement of high resolution WaveShaper to be able to accurately
curve the pixel pattern without any effect on the adjacent pixels. While the
femtosecond broadband pulse laser has been shown to be a suitable light
source to illustrate the STEAM camera [6] there will be problems with the
stability of the intensity and coherence of each pixel, especially when with
high resolution when the pixels are too close which is a common problem in
disciplines such as spectroscopy [98, 99]. As opposed to a continuous spec-
trum source, a frequency comb source has shown to result in well-resolved
absorption and emission spectra [98, 99]. Hence, using a frequency comb as
the light source for the STEAM camera, that is treating each comb line as a
pixel, may lead to better resolution making the processing more accurate and
robust. In addition, the investigations of Chapter 3 indicated that it was pos-
sible to harness nonlinear optics to achieve photonic signal processing. This
was demonstrated experimentally for 8 pixels and investigated theoretically
for 64 pixels, but a major limitation was the power and coherence of each
pixel and the dispersion required to achieve the spectral/temporal transform.
To achieve efficient nonlinear interaction between pixels, it would be bene-
ficial if each pixel had the coherence, intensity and narrow spectral width
similar to a laser line. However, to achieve the 1000s of pixels that may be
required for a practical STEAM imaging system could not be achieved with
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Figure 4.1: Four-port Hydex based microring resonator. The waveguide core
material is Hydex®, the tradename of the high-index (1.7) core, CMOS-
compatible doped silica glass [102].
an array of lasers. A comb source may provide an appropriate carrier for a
high resolution STEAM camera with the required properties for all optical
post-processing.
In this chapter, the objective is to utilise a frequency comb as the light
source and show that it would be possible to perform all optical signal pro-
cessing for the STEAM camera. However, rather that jumping straight into
nonlinear signal processing of STEAM images, its appropriate to start with
something more fundamental that can test the ability of the comb source to
perform signal processing directly. To illustrate the signal processing capa-
bilities of the comb source, it is deemed appropriate to emulate a Hilbert
transform (HT). The reason is that there is a well established platform at
RMIT university to implement a HT continuing the work of the predecessors
[100, 101]. Both the HT and its implementations are described in section 4.2
which includes the published works.
In the remaining of the chapter, section 4.1 provides background informa-
tion on the comb source employed in this chapter. Section 4.2 presents the
published works on the topic, and finally, section 4.3 concludes the chapter.
4.1 Frequency comb source
Different approaches can be taken to realise high-quality frequency comb
sources, such as using mode-locked lasers [103], electro-optical modulation
[104], and nonlinear microring resonators [105]. Among these techniques,
nonlinear microring resonators based on Kerr nonlinearity (χ(3)) are well de-
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Figure 4.2: (a) The wavelength transmission response at low power, measured
at the ring drop-port; (b) a high-resolution plot of the drop port transmission
response at one of the resonances.
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Figure 4.3: Spectrum of the comb generated from the microring, measured
by an OSA with a resolution of 0.5 nm. Inset: Zoom-in of the spectrum
around the pump wavelength.
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veloped [102, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110] and have exhibited robust performance
for transversal signal processing of RF signals [104, 111, 112]. This is mainly
due to their low cost, integrability, and that the large spacing between the
comb lines allows easy manipulation for realising arbitrary filters [110, 113].
For example, silicon nitride microring resonators have been successfully em-
ployed for versatile high throughput bandpass RF filter [113].
In this chapter, for the frequency comb source, a high Q factor nonlinear
microring resonator is used which is based on the Hydex waveguide platform
[102, 110, 114]. Hydex is the tradename of the high-index (1.7) core ; CMOS-
compatible doped silica glass [102]. As shown in figure 4.1, the waveguide
dimensions are 1.5 µm× 1.5 µm while the radius of the ring is 135 µm, corre-
sponding to a free spectral range (FSR) of 1.6 nm, or 200GHz, at 1550 nm
[102]. The broad spacing of the comb lines allows easy manipulation of the
amplitude and phase of each tap.
Figure 4.2(a) shows the transmission response at the drop port when a low
power pump excites the resonator. Figure 4.2(b) depicts a high-resolution
plot of the same port at a single resonance. The split resonance is due
to the contra-directional coupling caused by surface roughness [115, 116].
From figure 4.2(b) the quality factor is estimated to be estimated to be Q =
1.3× 106.
To generate strong comb lines for the experiment, the pump laser power
was increased to 0.5 w, exciting the resonator at a resonance near 1550 nm.
Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), show the measured spectrum at the drop port.
The figure 4.3(b) is a high-resolution measurement of the comb lines used as
taps in the experiment. The power of the comb line at the pump wavelength
is about 20 dB higher than the adjacent lines. The spacing of the comb lines
matches the calculated FSR from the dimensions of the resonator.
4.2 Published work
Having introduced the concept of a comb source and the needs for such an
array of high coherence multi-wavelength combs in the context of STEAM
and subsequent processing of STEAM images, this section presents experi-
mental verification that comb sources can be harnessed for signal processing.
The form of this chapter is two publications. These publications are not
directly in the context of STEAM and are presented as published. The first
publication represents the first application of comb sources for signal pro-
cessing where the phase of the comb lines is significant (required to achieve
positive and negative taps to form the hyperbolic spectral domain sampling
comb which will achieve the HT). In this case, the phase of the comb lines
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is in the RF domain, not the optical domain, but the coherence of the comb
lines is important to achieve the required constructive and destructive inter-
ference (similar to that described in the phase imaging system of Chapter 3).
This publication achieves the most broadband HT published to date with
over 5 octaves of bandwidth. The second publication converts this HT from
the frequency domain to the time domain enabling detection of the phase of
incoming short pulses. This behaviour is critical for radar systems and can
also be of value for processing of the pulses making up the sequential images
of the STEAM camera.
My role in these publications was as follows. For the first publication, my
supervisory team introduced the initial concept of using a comb source for
the HT, but I conducted all of the experimental set up and validation and
played a major role in drafting the publication. For the second paper, I led
the concept, designed the experiment and drafted the paper.
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1. Introduction 
Many applications, including radar mapping, measurement, imaging as well as the realization 
of advanced modulation formats for digital communications, require the generation, analysis 
and processing of analogue RF signals. In these applications, both the amplitude and phase of 
the signals are critically important. In order to access such information, it is often necessary to 
perform a uniform quadrature-phase shift ( ± 90°) of the constituent RF frequencies over the 
entire bandwidth of interest. The process of obtaining in-phase and quadrature-phase 
components of a signal can be achieved via a Hilbert transform, and for RF signals this is 
often achieved using a so-called ‘hybrid coupler’ [1]. While microwave hybrid coupler 
technology is very mature, the performance of these components is often degraded by large 
amplitude and phase ripple [2–4]. In addition, it is difficult to achieve wide band operation 
using electronic circuits. In many applications, especially those involving radar and early 
warning receivers in electronic warfare systems, the capacity to process signals over a multi-
octave spectrum from below 1 GHz to 20 or even 40 GHz is generally required [5]. Electronic 
approaches to microwave signal processing often need banks of parallel systems to cover such 
a wide spectral bandwidth. 
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Photonic implementations of Hilbert transformers have been demonstrated that have 
achieved very high performance over a very wide bandwidth. Furthermore, these devices can 
offer immunity to electromagnetic interference, while being compatible with fiber remote 
distribution systems and parallel processing. There are several approaches to implementing 
photonic Hilbert transformers, including phase-shifted Bragg grating devices [6–8] or Fourier 
domain optical processors [9]. However, the performance in terms of bandwidth and low 
frequency cutoff typically associated with Hilbert transformers based on phase-shifted Bragg 
gratings has been quite limited due to the difficulty of fabricating grating devices with the 
necessary stringent requirements [6–8]. To address these challenges in realizing Hilbert 
transformers, programmable Fourier domain optical processors [9] have been proposed as an 
approach to greatly reduce amplitude and phase ripple over very broad RF bandwidths. 
However, even this approach suffers from performance degradation at frequencies below 10 
GHz due to typical resolution limits of Fourier domain optical processors [9]. Recently, a 
tunable fractional temporal Hilbert transformer based on the phase shift at the resonant 
wavelength of a ring resonator has been demonstrated [10]. Although the Hilbert transformers 
based on grating or ring resonator structures can provide a phase shift at the center frequency 
within the device bandwidth, accessing to both the in-phase and quadrature phase components 
of the same signal is not available. 
Transversal filtering is a versatile approach that can achieve a diverse range of signal 
processing functions. In this approach, the signal is divided into a number of copies (taps) 
with different weights, each copy having a tap that is delayed in time by incremental amounts. 
All of the delayed taps are then summed and detected. Each of the taps can be considered a 
discrete sample of the filter impulse response. By carefully controlling the amplitudes and 
delays of all taps, different filtering functions can be realized. 
Microwave photonic transversal filters have been reported by several groups [11], 
including a broadband photonic Hilbert transformer for in-phase and quadrature-phase 
generation [12, 13] that exhibited low amplitude ripple and very low phase error over a multi-
octave bandwidth [12]. The application of this transformer to instantaneous frequency 
measurement (IFM) has been reported [14–16]. Photonic transversal filtering has typically 
relied on multiple discrete laser diodes for the multi-wavelength source. However, since the 
filter bandwidth strongly depends on the number of filter taps (i.e. the number of 
wavelengths) and therefore the number of laser diodes, this typically results in a very high 
cost, complexity, energy consumption, and footprint, particularly for systems that are 
parallelized. Therefore, as an alternative to using individual lasers for each tap, a single 
component that can generate multiple, and high quality, wavelengths would be highly 
advantageous. 
High quality, large spectral range multi-wavelength sources have typically been based on 
mode-locked fiber lasers [17], electro-optically generated combs [18] and nonlinear micro-
resonators [19]. Of these, integrated optical frequency combs based on the Kerr nonlinearity 
in nonlinear micro-resonators have displayed significant potential for high performance 
transversal filtering for RF signal processing. These devices greatly reduce both cost and 
complexity due to their very compact size as well their suitability for monolithic integration. 
Significant progress has been made in demonstrating high quality, wide spectrum optical 
frequency combs [20–25]. Moreover, unlike the combs generated from mode-locked lasers or 
RF modulation, micro-resonators can achieve very large frequency spacings [24], allowing for 
the control of the amplitude and phase of individual comb lines via commercially available 
wave shapers [26]. Indeed, comb sources based on silicon nitride microrings have been 
successfully used for high performance programmable band-pass RF filter [26]. 
In this paper, we present a photonic Hilbert transformer based on multi-tap transversal 
filtering for in-phase and quadrature-phase generation. We use an integrated frequency comb 
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Fig. 1. Working principle of a transversal Hilbert transformer: (a) - (b) Ideal, continuous 
hyperbolic and discretely sampled impulse response with time spacing Δt = 59 ps. 
Corresponding (c) amplitude and (d) phase response for the continuous and discrete cases, 
respectively. 
source based on a high Q factor nonlinear microring resonator fabricated in a CMOS 
compatible, high-index, doped-silica glass (Hydex) waveguide platform [25, 27]. The comb 
source has a wide spectral range with a large frequency spacing of 200 GHz, allowing for the 
realization of filters with up to 20 taps. We demonstrate an RF quadrature coupler with more 
than a 5-octave 3dB bandwidth and with a near constant relative phase over the pass band. 
This represents the first demonstration of a wide band photonic RF Hilbert transformer, or 
indeed any transversal filter, based on an integrated comb source that has both positive and 
negative taps. 
2. Photonic Hilbert transformer via transversal filtering 
An ideal Hilbert transformer exhibits a constant amplitude frequency response and a ± 90° 
frequency independent phase shift centred around the main (central) frequency. The impulse 
response of an ideal Hilbert transformer [Fig. 1(a)] is a continuous hyperbolic function 1/(πt) 
that extends to infinity in time. In order to realize this impulse response using transversal 
filtering, the hyperbolic function is truncated and sampled in time by discrete taps [12]. The 
theoretical RF transfer function of the filter is the Fourier transform of the impulse response. 
Figure 1 (c) shows the calculated spectrum associated with the filtered signal amplitude when 
the impulse response is truncated and evenly sampled. Here, the bandwidth is limited by 
amplitude ripple, with ‘nulls’ at frequencies zero and fc. The null frequency fc is determined 
by the sample spacing Δt as fc = 1/Δt. Amplitude ripples and the bandwidth in particular 
depend strongly on the number of taps, where the bandwidth increases dramatically with the 
number of sample taps. For example, the 3 dB bandwidth increases from less than 3 octaves 
with a 4 tap filter to more than 5 octaves when the number of filter taps is increased to 16 or 
more. 
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Fig. 2. System implementation of a Hilbert transformer exploiting a microring-based comb 
source. VNA is a Vector Network Analyzer, WS = wavelength selective switch, VOL = 
variable optical attenuator. 
Figure 1(d) shows the calculated frequency response of the filtered signal phase for 
different numbers of taps in the impulse response. Unlike the amplitude frequency response, 
when the impulse response function is truncated and sampled, the phase response does not 
exhibit any ripples from zero up to the null frequency fc. The phase is constant at −90° 
regardless the number of samples. At the null frequency, fc, the phase transitions from −90° to 
90°. 
The simulations presented in Fig. 1 indicate that a band-limited Hilbert transformer can be 
realized using a transversal filtering method with the tap coefficients set to a hyperbolic 
function. The bandwidth and pass-band amplitude ripples are determined by the spacing 
between filter taps and by their number. The Hilbert transform impulse response is an 
asymmetric function centred at time zero. This has two implications for realizing a practical 
device – first, a reference for time ‘zero’ is required, as illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). 
Secondly, negative tap coefficients are required. 
Practical implementations of photonic transversal filters are often realized by assigning 
filter taps to different optical wavelengths. The time delay between filter taps (wavelengths) 
can be achieved by using a dispersive medium such as a long optical fiber [12] or a chirped 
grating [15]. In previous demonstrations of a Hilbert transformer using photonic transversal 
filtering, discrete filter taps were realized by employing an array of discrete continuous-wave 
laser sources. However, this approach limits the number of filter taps to only four, resulting in 
less than a 3-octave bandwidth. In this work, we use a wide spectrum integrated comb source 
based on a high-Q microring resonator, thus allowing a much higher number of filter taps, in 
turn significantly broadening the RF bandwidth. 
Figure 2 illustrates the experiment setup, which consists of three main sections: frequency 
comb generation, comb shaping, and photonic RF filtering. A continuous-wave (cw) tunable 
laser (Agilent 8160A), amplified by a high power Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA1), 
was used as the pump source for the high-Q microring resonator. The equally spaced comb 
lines produced by the ring resonator were then shaped according to the required tap 
coefficients using a reconfigurable filter (a Finisar S400 waveshaper), having a much smaller 
resolution than the comb line spacing. The waveshaper also split the comb into two paths, 
which were connected to the photonic RF filter section. Comb lines corresponding to positive 
tap coefficients were routed to one of the output ports of the waveshaper, while comb lines 
corresponding to negative tap coefficients were sent to the second port. 
The two outputs of the waveshaper were connected to two inputs of a 2x2 balanced Mach-
Zehnder modulator (MZM), biased at quadrature, where the comb lines were modulated by 
the RF signal. One group of comb lines was modulated on the positive slope of the MZM 
transfer function while the second group was modulated on the negative slope. This allowed 
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Fig. 3. (a) The wavelength response of the drop-port of the microring resonator; (b) zoom-in of 
a resonance close to 1550nm showing the resonance width (FWHM) of 1.2 pm (150 MHz) 
 
Fig. 4. Spectrum of the comb generated from the microring, measured by an OSA with a 
resolution of 0.5nm. Inset: Zoom-in of the spectrum around the pump wavelength. 
both negative and positive tap coefficients to be realized with a single MZM. The output of 
the MZM was then passed through 2.122 km of single-mode fiber (SMF) that acted as a 
dispersive element to delay the different filter taps. The dispersed signal was then amplified 
by a second fiber amplifier (EDFA2) to compensate for loss, and filtered in order to separate 
the comb from the signal at the pump wavelength in order to produce the system 0° phase 
reference. The second path was used as the 90° phase signal. The signal path was time-shifted 
with a variable optical length (VOL) so that the reference could be positioned, in time, exactly 
at the middle of the filter taps, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The optical signals were finally 
detected by photodiodes to regenerate output RF signals. The system RF frequency response 
was then measured with an RF vector network analyzer (VNA). 
3. Frequency comb source 
The frequency comb source was achieved using a high-Q microring resonator [25]. The 
microring was fabricated in a high-index contrast doped-silica glass platform using CMOS-
compatible processes [24, 27]. The waveguide width and height were both 1.5 µm while the 
radius of the ring was 135 µm, yielding a free spectral range (FSR) of 1.6 nm, or 200 GHz, at 
1550 nm. The wavelength transmission response at low power, measured at the ring drop-port 
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Fig. 5. EDFA2 output showing the weight of each tap for: (a) 12 tap filter, and (b) 20 tap filter 
is shown in Fig. 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows a high-resolution plot of the drop port transmission 
response at one of the resonances. A split resonance is evident due to the contra-directional 
coupling caused by surface roughness [28, 29]. From the resonance width, the quality factor 
of the microring was estimated to be Q = 1.3 × 106. The maximum power at the drop-port 
output at resonance was measured to be approximately 14 dB below the input power. 
To generate the comb, the pump laser wavelength was tuned to one of the resonances near 
1550 nm. When the pump power was 0.5 W, the spectrum measured at the drop port exhibited 
a broad frequency comb. Figure 4 shows the spectrum of the comb, spanning more than 
250nm, as measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, with a resolution of 0.5 nm). The 
inset of Fig. 4 shows a high-resolution scan of the measured comb spectrum around the pump 
wavelength. The spacing of the comb lines corresponded to the FSR of the microring. The 
power of the comb line at the pump wavelength was about 20 dB higher than the neighboring 
lines. 
The generated comb was a “Type II” comb [30] – where the coherence between the comb 
lines was not particularly high [31]. However, for the photonic Hilbert transformer 
demonstrated here, the optical signals from different taps were detected incoherently by the 
photodiode and so a high degree of coherence between comb lines is not required in order to 
achieve high RF performance. 
4. Experiment 
4.1. Comb shaping 
Since the spectrum of the comb generated by the microring did not follow the hyperbolic 
function required for the impulse response of a Hilbert transformer [Fig. 1(a)], it was 
necessary to shape the comb in order to achieve the required tap coefficients. Each individual 
comb line was selected and shaped to the desired power level by the waveshaper. This could 
be easily achieved since its resolution (10 GHz) was much smaller than the comb spacing 
(200 GHz). The normalized power of each comb line, needed to achieve a Hilbert Transform, 








where N is the number of comb lines, or filter taps, used in the filters, and n = 0, 1, 2, …, N-1 
is the comb index. 
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the powers of all the comb lines measured at the output of the 
EDFA2 using an OSA for the 12 tap and 20 tap filter cases, respectively. The target powers at 
all wavelengths are also shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) as green crosses. The waveshaper was 
successfully used to shape the powers of all comb lines to within +/−0.5 dB of the target 
powers. Unused comb lines were attenuated below the noise floor. 
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Fig. 6. Measured system RF frequency response for different number of filter taps: (a) 
amplitude; and (b) phase response 
 
Fig. 7. Measured system RF frequency response of the 20 tap filter measured at different times: 
(a) amplitude; and (b) phase response 
4.2. System RF response 
Once the comb lines were attenuated in order to provide the correct tap coefficients of the 
impulse response associated with a Hilbert transform, the system RF frequency response was 
then characterized. A vector network analyzer (VNA) was used to measure the system RF 
amplitude and phase frequency response. First, the VNA was calibrated with respect to the 
reference output RFREF and then the signal output RFSIG was measured with the calibrated 
VNA. 
Figure 6 (a) shows the measured RF amplitude frequency response of the photonic Hilbert 
transform filters for 12, 16 and 20 taps, respectively, which all exhibit expected behavior. All 
three filters have the same null frequency at 16.9 GHz, corresponding to the tap spacing of Δt 
= 1/fc = 59 ps. This spacing matches the difference in delay between the comb lines, equal to 
the ring FSR = 1.6 nm, produced by propagation through a 2.122 long SMF fiber with a 
dispersion parameter D = 17.4 ps/(nm km). The null frequency could be controlled by using a 
different fiber length to adjust the tap spacing. 
All filters show < 3 dB amplitude ripple. As predicted in Fig. 1(c), increasing the number 
of filter taps increases the filter bandwidth. With a 20 tap filter, the Hilbert transformer 
exhibited a 3 dB bandwidth extending from 16.4 GHz down to 0.3 GHz, corresponding to 
more than 5 octaves. It is possible to increase this bandwidth further by using more comb 
lines in the filter. In our experiment, only a small portion of the generated comb spectrum was 
actually used to realize the filter taps. The number of filter taps that could be achieved was 
actually limited by the bandwidth of the waveshaper and the gain bandwidth of the optical 
amplifier (EDFA2). If desired, it would also be possible to reduce the amplitude ripple within 
the pass-band by apodizing the tap coefficients from the ideal hyperbolic function [12]. 
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Fig. 8. The measured and simulated phase responses of the 16 tap filters. Simulated results 
showing the effects of: (a) tap coefficient error Δpn, third order dispersion in the fibre delay 
line, and (b) the modulator chirp αMZM. 
Figure 6(b) shows the measured phase response of filters with different numbers of taps, 
showing very similar responses. Each shows a relatively constant phase of near −90° within 
the pass-band. There are some deviations from the ideal −90° phase at frequencies close to 
zero and particularly for the null frequency fc = 16.9 GHz. The reasons for the phase errors at 
the band edges are discussed in the following section. 
To assess the stability of the system, the RF response was measured at different times. 
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the RF amplitude and phase frequency responses of the 20 tap 
filter measured immediately after the system was set up, after 30 minutes and then after 1 
hour. It can be seen that there is a small variation of up to 1 dB in the RF amplitude frequency 
response when the system was characterized at these different times, whereas the system 
shows a similar phase response over the pass band except a small phase variation at the band 
edges. The small fluctuation in the system response can be attributed mainly to the drift in the 
bias of the Mach- Zehnder modulator. When the modulator bias drifts the filter tap 
coefficients will depart from the ideal values resulting in a change in the system RF response. 
An active bias-controller can in principle be used to minimize the effects of bias drift. 
5. Effects of imperfections on RF phase response 
The theoretical results of Fig. 1(d) suggest that a Hilbert transformer based on transversal 
filtering has a frequency independent phase response from the zero frequency up to the null 
frequency regardless of the number of filter taps. Indeed, we obtain [Fig. 6(b)] a frequency 
independent −90° phase response within the pass-band of the photonic Hilbert transformer. 
However, we do observe phase errors at the band-edges, especially at the null frequency, 
which can be caused by imperfections in the device configuration. In order to achieve a 
frequency independent phase response within the pass-band, the impulse response of a Hilbert 
transformer must be a perfectly anti-symmetric function with equal tap spacing, as illustrated 
in Fig. 1(a). Any error in the power of the comb lines, the presence of higher order dispersion 
terms in the dispersive fiber, or the modulator chirp can all contribute to deviations of the 
filter impulse response from the ideal case. 
To investigate the effects of imperfections, the system RF response was simulated using 
VPI simulator software [32] for different tap coefficients, for variations in the third order 
dispersion (TOD) of the fiber, and for modulator chirp. 
Figure 8(a) shows the simulated phase response of the 16 tap filter for different values of 
the tap coefficients (Δpn) and TOD, while keeping the modulator chirp zero (αMZM = 0). The 
measured phase response is also plotted in Fig. 8(a) for easy comparison. It can be seen from 
Fig. 8(a) that, apart from a very small phase ripple within the pass-band, the deviation of the 
tap coefficients from the ideal values mainly causes phase degradation at the band edges. 
However, unlike our experimental observations [Fig. 6(b)], phase errors caused by tap 
coefficient variations are the same at both band edges. The deviation of the tap coefficients 
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from the ideal values causes an imbalance between the positive and negative tap coefficients. 
This degrades the perfect anti-symmetry of the impulse response, which in turn results in 
phase degradation at the band edges. 
The simulation results in Fig. 8(a) show that when fiber TOD corresponding to a 
dispersion slope of 0.083 ps/(nm2 km) near 1550 nm is taken into account, the phase ripple 
increases as the RF frequency increases. Non-zero TOD also causes a large phase error at the 
null frequency fc. It has been known that fiber TOD introduces a second-order phase in the 
filter taps [33, 34], thus resulting in non-uniform tap delays between adjacent filter taps [26, 
33]. 
In addition to the desired intensity modulation, most practical MZMs also induce phase 
modulation – a phenomenon call modulator chirp [35]. The effect of modulator chirp on the 
filter phase response is shown in Fig. 8(b), where it is seen that it also contributes to phase 
degradation at the null frequency fc. This modulator chirp introduces additional non-
uniformity in the spacing between filter taps. 
It is clear from the simulation results of Fig. 8 that if the tap coefficient ripple, the fiber 
TOD and modulator chirp are all taken into account, we achieve a simulated phase response 
that matches the measured data very well. In order to minimize the phase error, the deviation 
of the tap coefficients from the ideal values needs to be reduced, and the tap spacing non-
uniformity caused by the fiber TOD and the modulator chirp should be minimized. It should 
be possible to reduce the tap coefficient deviation by minimizing the amplitude shaping error 
associated with the waveshaper through feedback control. In [12], near perfect tap spacing 
uniformity was achieved by carefully adjusting the wavelength separation of all lasers. The 
spacing between the comb lines used in this work was fixed by the ring FSR. Therefore, to 
reduce the tap spacing non-uniformity, the fiber TOD should be compensated, a low chirp 
modulator used and the phase modulation due to modulator chirp corrected. Each of these 
conditions could be satisfied by using a second reconfigurable filter in the setup with a 
tailored phase profile to cancel out the second-order phase in the filter taps [26, 33] as well as 
the phase modulation due to modulator chirp. A discrete Bragg grating could also be used 
instead of a long fiber to minimize TOD effect [15]. 
6. Discussion 
We have shown that an integrated optical comb source can be effectively used to provide 
numerous, high quality optical taps for a microwave photonic transversal filter, thus allowing 
us to demonstrate a very wide bandwidth RF quadrature filter based on a Hilbert transformer 
with a 3 dB bandwidth of over 5 octaves from as low as 0.3 GHz to 16.9 GHz. It is extremely 
difficult to match this performance using electronic or other photonic techniques. In this work, 
only a small number of the available comb lines from the integrated comb source were 
utilized to realize the filter taps. This was limited by the finite bandwidth of the configurable 
filter used to shape the comb spectrum as well as the optical fiber amplifiers. Reducing loss in 
order to potentially eliminate the amplifier, as well as using a wider bandwidth configurable 
filter, will both allow more comb lines to be used, resulting in an even broader RF bandwidth. 
Further improvements to the filter ripple and response near the band edges can be achieved 
through apodization and compensation of imperfections in the modulation and transmission 
system. Since the integrated comb source can generate many more comb lines than the 
number of filter taps, it is possible to realize multiple parallel filters using only a single comb 
source, further reducing the device complexity. 
Although our device is still relatively bulky due to the discrete components that were 
employed, such as the waveshaper, the integrated nature of the comb source has significant 
potential to reduce the system complexity by combining many different functions on an 
integrated chip. In addition to enabling high quality comb sources, the high nonlinearity of the 
Hydex platform as well as that of other integrated comb source platforms [24] is also 
attractive for additional on-chip signal processing functions. For example, four wave mixing 
in highly nonlinear waveguides and ring resonators [24] can be combined with a Hilbert 
transformer to realize devices capable of instantaneous frequency measurements [14]. 
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7. Conclusions 
We demonstrate a wideband microwave photonic quadrature filter based on a Hilbert 
transformer using a transversal filtering scheme. An integrated parametric frequency comb 
source generated by a CMOS-compatible nonlinear, high-Q microring resonator is exploited 
in order to achieve multi-tap transversal filters. The wide spectral width and large frequency 
spacing of the integrated comb source allows a large number of high quality filter taps without 
any increase in the system complexity, thus achieving a much wider RF bandwidth than what 
can be typically obtained with standard microwave circuits. We achieve more than a 5-octave 
bandwidth while maintaining a nearly frequency independent quadrature phase over the pass-
band. Our approach also has the potential to achieve full integration on a chip, which could 
have a significant impact on signal processing systems for many applications including radar 
detection, imaging and communications. 
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Abstract: An experimentally demonstrated temporal Hilbert transformer based on an integrated 
optical frequency comb source is exploited to obtain the temporal Hilbert transform of a Gaussian 
pulse with a full-width half maximum duration of 0.12ns.  
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1. Introduction 
The Hilbert transform (HT) is an important technique for accessing the amplitude and phase of RF signals, with 
important applications in areas such as complex data demodulation in modern radar and communication systems [1]. 
In electronics, Hybrid couplers are employed to emulate HT functionality. However, they can exhibit large 
amplitude and phase ripple and limited bandwidth. To avoid this so-called electronic bottleneck, microwave 
photonic techniques have been developed to emulate the HT functionality. Among those techniques are phase-
shifted Bragg grating devices [2] and Fourier domain optical processors [3].  
Photonic discrete-time filters (or photonic transversal filters) have enabled broad bandwidth and low phase error 
filters and transformers [4]. While most implementations to date have employed discrete laser sources for each 
discrete time sample, thus increasing bulkiness, we have recently demonstrated a transversal transform employing a 
nonlinear optical micro-ring resonator comb source [5]. This demonstration greatly improved integrability, energy 
consumption, and performance; however, up until now this technique has not been demonstrated on RF temporal 
waveforms. In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate the HT realized in [5] to obtain the temporal HT of an RF 
Gaussian pulse with FWHM of 0.12ns. 
2. Concept 
The impulse response of a HT is: h(t) = 1/(πt). Fig. 1(a) depicts the amplitude and phase profile of the frequency 
response of discrete-time HT filters with different numbers of taps (samples). The null frequencies are located at 0, 
and fc = 1/t, where t is the sampling spacing. Here, t = 56ps, making fc = 16.9GHz. The transversal filtering in 
[4] implements this discrete-time HT by employing high-quality frequency comb lines (taps) to sample (copy) the 
impulse response of the Hilbert transform in the spectrum, followed by a dispersive medium which acts as a parallel 
delay line for each sampled frequency. This, in turn, maps the hyperbolic pattern of the Hilbert transform from 
frequency to the time domain. Fig. 1(b) shows a Gaussian pulse before and after going through the theoretical 
discrete-time HTs presented in Fig. 1(a). This confirms the feasibility of obtaining the temporal HT of RF signals 
using photonics transversal filtering.  
3.  Experiment setup and results 
To implement the discrete-time HT filters of Fig. 1(a) through photonic transversal filtering, and apply it to a 
temporal RF pulse the experimental setup in Fig. 2 has been realized. In section (I) an integrated CMOS-compatible 
microring-resonator [6] is pumped using a CW laser followed by EDFA1 to produce a wideband frequency comb. 
  
Fig. 1(a) Amplitude and phase spectrum of theoretical discrete-time HT, (b) A Gaussian pulse before and after the HT  
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup of a temporal Hilbert Transform. 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Measured spectrum of the temporal HT, and (b) the input waveform and out waveform of the temporal HT for different number of taps. 
The spacing between each generated comb line is 1.6nm. In section (II) the generated comb lines are further 
amplified and sent to a programmable optical filter (Finisar WaveShaper) which attenuates the comb lines (taps) to 
copy (sample) the hyperbolic pattern of the impulse response of the HT, i.e. h(t) = |1/(πt)|. The HT impulse response 
has negative values for negative time instances, and positive values for positive time instances. However, the taps at 
the output of the programmable filter do not exhibit a relative positive and negative sign. Thereby, in section (III), to 
realize the sign of the taps, the comb lines at the output of the comb shaping section are split into two parts and sent 
into two different inputs of a 2×2 balanced MZM. Since the MZM is biased at quadrature, the two groups of the 
comb lines are modulated with the RF signal but with opposite signs thus achieving the positive and negative tap 
weights. Both modulated groups are combined at a single output of the MZM and are then amplified using EDFA3 
and sent into a single-mode fiber. The dispersion of the single-mode fiber delays each wavelength incrementally 
mapping wavelength to time as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2. The combination of comb-shaping and wavelength 
to time mapping leads to the desired discrete-time impulse response of the HT. To measure the frequency response 
of the  HT system, a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) drives the MZM RF input and records the photodiode output. 
The measured HT frequency response is presented in Fig. 2(a) for different numbers of taps (samples), which 
closely conform with the theoretical results in Fig. 1(a). To measure the temporal response of the HT system, the 
VNA is replaced by an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) driving the MZM and an optical oscilloscope (OSC) 
at the photodiode output. The AWG was configured to generate an RF Gaussian pulse within a temporal window of 
0.12ns full-width half maximum duration. The measured HT temporal response is presented in Fig. 2(b) for different 
numbers of taps. A comparison of Fig. 1(b), and Fig. 3(b) shows that there is good conformity between the 
theoretical and experimental results. 
 In summary, we present a temporal transversal photonic HT filter. The performance of the filter has been 
demonstrated by obtaining the temporal HT of an RF Gaussian pulse. 
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4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter it was shown that it is possible to perform robust signal
processing using comb source due to its low noise, power stability of each
comb line, making it possible to treat them as individual lasers. In the
context of the STEAM camera, each line can serve as an individual pixel.
The demonstration was achieved first in the context of a microwave pho-
tonic frequency hilbert transform and then in the context of a temporal
hilbert transform. The benefits of a comb source providing a large num-
ber of taps was demonstrated. .As evidenced by the success of the HT, the
comb lines are sufficiently coherent to achieve constructive and destructive
interference when encoded with RF signals with controlled phase, however
to achieve some of the proposed signal processing functionalities identified
in Chapter 3, it may be necessary to encode the pixels with optical phase.
Whether the comb sources have sufficient phase stability to achieve optical
interference amongst the comb lines has yet to be determined, however it
is anticipated that the system would need to be mode locked [117] either
passively or actively in order to achieve such phase coherence between the
lines.
Having demonstrated a transversal HT, it is wise to assess its suitability
in the context of image processing in the STEAM camera. A temporal HT,
as demonstrated in the previous section, clearly can identify the instances
of intensity variation in temporal signal and it might be of some interest
for analysis of differences between subsequent frames in a steam camera. In
addition, as mentioned in the published work in the previous section, while
most of the research on the HT focus on RF signal generation, analysis and
detection such as RF quadrature-phase generation and detection [118, 119,
120, 121, 122], the are reported works on spatial optics base HTs on image
processing such as edge extraction [123, 124]. Hence the following chapter,
inspired by some signal processing capabilities of the HT, investigate the
possibility of performing all-optical edge detection on STEAM signals.
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Chapter 5
All optical edge detection
Chapter 4 proposed that an integrated photonic frequency comb source could
be an important platform for realising a practical high resolution STEAM
camera that could be processed in the all optical domain. The body of Chap-
ter 6 demonstrated that frequency comb sources could be utilised for signal
processing. For this demonstration a microwave photonic Hilbert transformer
operating in both the frequency and temporal domains was demonstrated.
This demonstration was not directly relevant to STEAM imaging, being
more specifically relevant to electronic warfare and analysis of Radar pulses
[118, 119, 120, 121, 122], but the general concept was that if the spectral
domain signal processing could be achieved with high quality at speeds of up
to 40GHz, then similar processing could be harnessed using comb sources in
the context of STEAM.
This chapter examines how the techniques demonstrated in Chapter 6
could be adapted to STEAM. Specifically, the chapter explores whether a
HT function can be applied to STEAM imaging processing. Section 5.1,
the following section provides a brief literature review on edge detection and
the HT, and assess it suitability in the context of STEAM camera image
processing. Section 5.3 tests the idea of using a transverssal HT for edge
detection of STEAM images, and section 5.4, using a frequency comb as a
light source exploits the FWM process in an HNLF to perform all-optical
edge detection on spectrally encoded signals in the spectral domain without
the need for frequency-to-time mapping. . Section 5.5 then discusses the
advantages and challenges remaining in order to experimental demonstrate
such a HT all optical edge detection system.
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5.1 Edge detection and HT: a review
The purpose of all optical arithmetic functions and logic gates discussed in
the context of fast imaging is to assess the similarity of the input stream of
patterns with a reference and alert the electronics to commence storage and
sophisticated processing; thus saving time and memory. Another method to
mitigate the load of processing and storage of electronic is to extract the vital
incoming information. An excellent candidate to serve this purpose is edge
detection.
Edge detection is one of the fundamental steps in image processing, image
analysis, pattern recognition and extraction [125] and thereby by its nature
suitable for ultrafast temporal imaging systems STEAM camera. It is a
process which aims to identifying pixels in an image at which the brightness
changes sharply, in other words, has sharp discontinuities. Ideally, extracting
these pixels defines lines and curves indicating the boundaries of the object.
The purpose of detecting sharp changes in image brightness is to capture
significant events and changes in properties of a specimen, which usually
correspond to discontinuities in physical features, orientation, and changes
in material properties [126, 127]. Since edges are often the important char-
acter of an image, the process extracts the valuable information and ignores
information that may be deemed irrelevant. Performing this all optically,
the subsequent task of interpreting the data contents in the original image
may, therefore, be substantially simplified thus reducing the signal process-
ing burden of electronics. . Indeed, it may be effective to first perform all
optical edge detection to simplify a received image and then perform all op-
tical pattern matching to the extracted edges, further reducing the burden
on electronic signal processing.
Optical edge detection techniques have been proposed to perform edge
extraction. One of the main techniques developed in this regard is the Hilbert
transform (HT) and the Fractional HT [123, 124].
Research on implementation of all-optical HTs to perform image process-
ing are mainly base on spatial optic elements. The following, provides a brief
literature review on these different implementations.
Figure 5.1 depicts the frequency response of the imaginary part of a gen-
eral Hilbert transform. The real part of the transform is typically a uniform
amplitude. Typically, α = 1, indicating a pi/2 phase shift for positive fre-
quencies and -pi/2 phase shift for negative frequencies.
The works published in [128, 129] are built on the first ever implemen-
tation of the spatial HT in 1950 [130]. They operate by simply combining
combining spatial filters and spatial Fourier optics. In theses works [128, 129]
fractional HTs were presented which perform selective edge enhancement on
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Figure 5.1: The frequency response of the fractional Hilbert transform
a square function with two edges as shown in figure 5.2.
If a signal is convolved with a HT, then the output waveform will be
strong where there are steps or edges in the input function. For a traditional
quadrature Hilbert transform, both rising and falling edges are enhanced
equally. For a fractional HT, by adjusting the value of alpha, it can selec-
tively enhance rising or falling edges in a wave form. An illustration of this
behaviour is presented in figure 5.2. Here a rectangular function is convolved
with the Hilbert transform illustrated in figure 5.1 but for different values
of alpha. When alpha = 0, the Hilbert transform is a simple unity oper-
ation and the input rectangular function is returned. When alpha = 0.2,
the peak value is obtained at the falling edge of the rectangular function.
When alpha = 1, equal peaks are present at both rising and falling edges
and when alpha = 1.8, the peak value is located at the rising edge of the
square function. Thus figure 5.2 shows how adjustment of the parameters of
a fractional Hilbert transform can be used to extract different aspects of the
edges of an image. A theoretical analysis of phase-only filters(such as HT)
in edge enhancement applications can be found in [131].
The HTs in [128, 129] are one-dimensional transformers and are not ap-
plicable to two-dimensional images. Proposed HTs in [132, 133], allows two-
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Figure 5.2: Perfromance of a fractional HT for different α values [128]
dimensional edge detection. The principle of the work is similar to that of
[128, 129]. However, in [133] a spiral HT was devised which allows orientation
independent edge detection. The HTs were applied to input images using a
programmable phase-only liquid crystal spatial light modulator. These works
were expanded in [134, 135], by modifying the HTs thus allowing amplitude
manipulation of the spatial Hilbert filter on the spatial light modulator. The
benefits of amplitude modulation are that it allows phase objects to be di-
rectly imaged and also the edge enhancement improves compared to that of
conventional FHT spatial filters.
The performance of the convensional 2-D HTs and the spiral HTs are il-
lustrated in figure 5.3. The HT implemented in [133] and illustrated in figure
5.3(b) and figure 5.3(e), is a 2D operation, and its edge enhancement perfor-
mance is independent of local directions in the image plane. However, the
existence of a singularity of the phase plate on axes leads to some diffraction
noise near the enhanced edges. In [136], a novel spiral phase filter, called the
Laguerre-Gaussian spatial filter (LGSF) is proposed which allows realisation
of a radial HT for achieving a high contrast edge enhancement with high
resolution.
Previously discussed spiral phase filters [133, 136] were only developed
for macrometer objects. The work reported in [137] focuses on the applica-
tion of spiral phase filtering to optical microscopy, particularly for imaging
phase objects. Effective edge detection for objects with small phase jumps
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a) b)
c) d) e)
Figure 5.3: Illustration of a 2-dimensional spiral HT [133]. (a) 1-D HT mask,
(b) 2-D spiral HT mask, (c) input image, (d) edge detection with the 2-D
HT, and (e) edge detection with the spiral HT.
was observed. Numerical comparison of the spiral phase method with a nor-
mal phase contrast method predicts that the resolution for phase jumps is
enhanced by orders of magnitude, suggesting that optical thickness gradients
of phase objects can be imaged on a nanometre scale.
In optical image processing, selective edge enhancement is necessary when
it is preferable to emphasise some edges of an object more than others. Radial
HTs presented so far [133, 136, 137] perform isotropic edge enhancement,
i.e., orientation independent edge enhancement of the input pattern with
enhanced accuracy compared to conventional 2-D systems. However, in some
applications, it is useful to perform orientation-selective edge enhancement.
[138] modifies the aforementioned spiral HTs to achieve orientation selective
edge enhancement and yet maintain the high resolution of radial HTs. They
achieved this by breaking down the symmetry of the filtering process that is
imposing a physical offset and shifting the singularity of the filter. Further
analysis and improvement of this method can be found in [139].
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Figure 5.4: Edge detection of two consecutive 10GHz pulses using HTs with
2, 4 , and 6 number of taps.
5.2 Suitable modification of the transversal
HT to perform edge detection
While the HT based image processing techniques presented so far perform
edge detection, they tend to require some modification of phase and ampli-
tude response, such as fractional or spiral HTs, to optimise their performance.
As illustrated in figure 5.1, they no longer precisely follow the theoretical def-
inition of the standard HT, they are still referred to as HTs. This is mainly
due to the nonlocalised response of the standard HT which has a constant
amplitude frequency response. The broad bandwidth of the HT makes it to
include the low frequencies as well, while is edge detection mainly high fre-
quencies are of interest. Including low frequencies can lead to a non localised
edge detection as shown in figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(d), where the edges are not
precisely detected.
To modify the transversal HT presented in Chapter 4, suitably, to per-
form edge detection it only suffices to modify the bandwidth to exclude low
frequencies and include higher frequencies. This can be achieved by choosing
smaller number of taps as it eliminates lower frequencies. This is evident
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in figure 5.4 which presents results of a simple computer simulation of per-
forming edge detection of two consecutive 8th order Gaussian pulses with
FWHM of 100ps using temporal HTs with 2, 4, and 6 number of taps, and
tap spacing of 59 ps, similar to the transversal HT of the previous chapter. It
is apparent that the 2-tap HT performs best at detecting the appearance of
edges locally without also incorporating informatino about edges and other
features that may be nearby.
The 2-tap transversal HT presented here, having a tap spacing of 59 ps,
has a center frequency of ≈ 8.35 GHz with a 3dB bandwidth of ≈4 GHz,
suitable for edge detection of ≈ 4 − 12GHz signals. For faster signals, the
dispersion of the dispersive medium could be reduced, increasing the center
frequency of the filter.
The absolute values of the waveform at the output of the HT are presented
only to accommodate for the ease of visual comparison . However, similar
to the temporal HT in Chapter 6, a rising edge translates to a negative
amplitude pulse, and a decaying edge translates to a positive amplitude pulse
at the output of the HT.
Overall, it is apparent that for an edge detection application, a 2-tap HT
is the optimal choice.
5.3 Proof of concept microwave photonic edge
detection system
Now that it is established that a 2-tap HT is a suitable choice for edge
detection, a system must be conceived to check the performance of the HT,
and to test if indeed a 2-tap transversal HT is capable of edge detection of
STEAM signals. It is expected that any edge in the image translates into a
sharp peak with its amplitude proportional to the change in the intensity of
the adjacent pixels. For the proof of concept, the VPI simulation software is
employed.
5.3.1 Simulation setup, and procedure
Figure 5.5 shows the simulation setup. In stage (I) of the setup, the STEAM
signal is emulated with exactly the same fashion as in section 3.2 producing
the same intensity pattern–a white circular object centred in a black back-
ground. A femtosecond fiber laser (FFT) produces ultrashort pulses and
sends them to an optical filter (OF) which modulates the pattern onto the
spectrum of the ultrashort pulse. This is followed by a 20 Km of signle-mode
fibre which performs frequency-to-time mapping on the spectrally carved
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I) STEAM signal generation and detection
II) 2-tab transveral Hilbert Trasnform
Figure 5.5: Simulation setup of edge detection of a STEAM signal: stage (I)
generates STEAM signal, and stage (II) performs the 2-tap transversal HT;
FFT: femtosecond fibre laser, OF: optical filter, PD1, and PD2: photodiodes,
OSC: Oscilloscope.
pulse. The signal is then converted to the RF domain using a fast photodi-
ode (PD1).
Stage (II) of the setup of figure 5.5 performs the HT. Since only two
taps are being employed, a pair of single wavelength CW lasers are used for
simplicity. The structure of this transversal HT is identical to the one in
section 4.2 except instead of comb lines two CW lasers are employed. These
two lasers have wavelengths of 1548.4 nm and 1550 nm, and are directed to
the two inputs of the MZM which is biased at quadrature. The RF input of
the MZM in driven by the detected STEAM signal. The output of the MZM
is run through 2.122km of a single-mode fiber with a dispersion coefficient of
β2 = −22 ps2 km−1 and a dispersion slope of 0.083 ps nm−2 km−1 near 1550
nm. A second fast photodiode (PD2) detects the output of the HT.
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Figure 5.6: Edge detection of STEAM signals: (a) The STEAM image with
the visually identified edges; (b) The input STEAM waveform (blue trace)
and the detected edges at the output of the HT (red trace).
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5.3.2 Results
Figure 5.6(a) depicts the image subject to edge detection with highlighted
edges. Since in the simulation of the STEAM camera the space-to-frequency
mapping of the image was performed vertically, that is each consecutive col-
umn was mapped into consecutive frequency segments of the ultra-short pulse
(refer to section 3.2.1, and 3.3.1 for more information) the edge detection here
is performed on vertical edges of the white object.
The blue trace in figure 5.6 depicts the RF input of the MZM (input
of the HT) which is the space-to-frequency-to-time mapped STEAM signal.
The red trace is the RF signal detected at the output of the 2-tap transver-
sal HT which clearly indicates the edges in the input STEAM signal. The
approximate position of the edges have also been marked and numbered ac-
cording to the corresponding edges in the image. A stronger intensity in the
red trace indicates a sharper edge in the input signal (or the input image).
Again note that here the absolute value of the waveform at the output of the
HT is presented, and similar to the temporal HT in section 4.2, a rising edge
translates to a negative amplitude pulse, and a decaying edge translates to
a positive amplitude pulse.
Overall, the proof of concept simulation indicates that the system is suit-
able for edge detection of STEAM signals. This is the first implementation
of edge detection of RF signals using microwave photonics techniques.
5.3.3 Discussion
This section presented a novel method that uses a temporal transversal HT
to perform edge detection of the STEAM signals. Although the method is
capable of edge detection of fast STEAM signals, it is limited by the speed
of the photodiode. It is not an all-optical approach, and could cause some
constraints in some applications.
The first potential constraint can be noise. RF conversion could increase
the amount of noise in the system and decrease the system sensitivity. The
second limitation is speed. In some applications the STEAM camera could
be operating faster than a photodiode could detect. It is important to note
that detecting the edges may not require an ideal frequency-to-time mapping
through which the signal slows down. While using less dispersion, a low
quality frequency-to-time mapping, the edges can still transfer into the time
domain from frequency domain and exhibiting smaller slopes. Hence, the
edge detection could be performed for much faster STEAM data.
In addition, there exist other temporal imaging techniques such as STAMP
[37, 140, 141, 142] which performs at terahertz frame rates. While the nature
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of the signal is still similar to the STEAM signal– that is, STAMP signals
are spectrally encoded signals, it exploits much smaller amount of dispersion
as it also uses a frequency-to-space mapping scheme to separate spectrally
encoded information [142]. The STAMP camera is so fast that only a few
frames could be captured due to electronic storage and processing limitations.
For such systems, it would be useful to devise an all-optical scheme to per-
form edge detection of spectrally encoded data directly without the need for
frequency-to-time mapping. Capturing the edges before even slowing down
the signal, all in the spectral domain, could reduce the amount of relevant
information, making the STAMP camera potentially a real-time ultrafast
camera performing at terahertz frame rates. This could pave the way to
real-time investigation of non-repetitive, unpredictable, hard-to-synchronise
ultrafast phenomena such as monitoring plasma dynamics [2] or observation
of photons in quantum mechanical processes [143] and tackle problems in
science that are currently deemed unsolvable.
5.4 All Optical Edge Detection System
Section 5.3 presented a proof of concept edge detection system that utilised
RF modulation and detection to achieve edge detection within a STEAM
image. This proof of concept system showed that a 2-tap HT system could
achieve effective edge detection, but the RF nature of the implementation
was deemed impractical. As described in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, the
objective of this thesis is to achieve high speed, all optical signal processing
for STEAM camera. Chapter 5 showed that it is possible to achieve all
optical signal processing, specifically correlation, using FWM. This section
tests the hypothesis of whether FWM process can be exploited to perform
an all optical 2-tap spectral HT.
5.4.1 Concept
To test whether four wave mixing can be used to achieve edge detection, it
is useful to look at the simple mathematics behind a 2-tap HT. The output
of the 2-tap temporal transversal HT in section 5.3 is the edges of the time-
domain input signal. So mathematically it is true that
image(t) ∗ h(t) = edges(image(t)), (5.1)
which shows the convolution of the image in the time-domain, and the im-
pulse response of the 2-tap HT produces a time-domain waveform containing
the edges of the image.
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Image Image Edges
Figure 5.7: Spectral HT via FWM
To obtain the edges of spectrally encoded data directly–that is without
the need of frequency-to-time mapping, it is required to perform the same
convolution function but in the frequency domain:
image(ω) ∗ h(ω) = edges(image(ω)), (5.2)
which using the common Fourier transform property [144], it translates to
multiplication in the time domain of the Fourier transforms of the frequency
domain counterparts. Mathematically::
˜image(t)× h˜(t) = ˜edges(image(t)). (5.3)
A good candidate to perform this function, that is multiplication in the
time domain, is the degenerate FWM process. The idler in the degenerate
FWM process is related to the pump and the signal via equation (2.82) which
are repeated here for simplicity:
Ei(t) ∝ E∗s (t)E2p(t). (5.4)
Equations (5.2) to (5.4) imply that the impulse response of the HT needs
to be sampled in the frequency domain using the pump. To achieve this,
two pumps need to be employed to sample the two required taps as shown
in figure 5.7. Because the two pumps exhibit opposite signs, they need to
obtain a relative pi phase shift. To achieve the appropriate phase shift, a
pi/2 phase shift is introduced between the two pumps and the square sign in
equation (5.4) will double the phase shift ensuring a relative pi phase shift
between the two taps.
Consider the situation illustrated in figure 5.8. An 8-pixel pattern of
11011111 is used as the input signal which should produce a 9-pixel edge
pattern of 100001101. The Hilbert transform is achieved using two pumps
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Non-degenerate
 FWM products
Figure 5.8: Spectral edge detection of an input spectral pattern of 11011111
producing an idler patterns of 101100001(right to left) corresponding to the
edges of the input signal.
with relative phase of pi/2. The spacing between the two pumps are en-
gineered to be half of the spacing between the pixels of the input image.
This causes every two adjacent pixels, one through the first pump, and one
through the second pump, to map into one single frequency bin in the idler
spectrum. If the two image pixels are of the same value, that is pixel value
of 1, due to the relative pi phase shift between the two pumps (or taps), the
two superimposed idlers will subtract to a zero value indicating the absence
of an edge between the two pixels. However, as shown in figure 5.8, if the two
adjacent pixels in the input signal represent an edge, by having values of 10,
or 01, the subtraction of the two pixels at the corresponding idler frequency
will not cancel, indicating of the existence of an edge between the two pixels.
The edges of the input signal pattern are mirrored about the pump frequency
so the edges in the idler pattern should be read from the high frequencies to
the low frequencies (right to left). The two pumps also produce idler prod-
ucts resulting from the non-degenerate FWM process indicated as dashed
lines infigure 5.8, but these products should not interfere with the products
from the two degenerate processes.
Note, that in order for the idlers formed by adjacent pixels to cancel
one and other, it is necessary for these pixels to be coherent with one and
other. This will not be the case if the pixels are carved from an incoherently
broadened femtosecond pulse as is the case for the traditional STEAM camera
and that considered in Chapter 3. In order for the pixels to be coherent, the
carrier of the image would need to be a coherent comb of the sort introduced
in Chapter 4. As conceived in figure 5.8, this comb would need to be optically
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Pump (2 taps Hilbert transform)
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(c)OF1 OF2
Figure 5.9: Simulation setup for a 2-tap HT; OF1 and OF2: optical filters,
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, HNLF: highly nonlinear fibre.
coherent requiring active mode locking of the comb lines [117].
5.4.2 Simulation setup: procedure and analysis
To test if two pi/2 phase shifted pumps in a FWM process can detect the
edges of STEAM image carried by a spectrally encoded coherent comb source,
a proof of concept system is simulated using VPI software.
The simulation setup is depicted in figure 5.9. For the input signal, 8
coherent CW lasers are used, emulating a coherent comb source, each repre-
senting a single pixel. The frequency of the lasers are from 192.85 to 192.93,
with a spacing of 10 GHz. The lasers have a linewidth of 100 kHz and the
average power of 10 mW each. The 8 pixels are combined and sent into
optical filter 1 which applies zero attenuation to the pixels representing bit
1, and attenuates the pixels representing the 0 value below the noise floor.
The two tap HT edge detection system is implemented using a pair of
CW lasers. The pump lasers are operating at frequencies 193 and 193.05
THz have a 5GHz spacing. As explained in section 5.4.1, this spacing is half
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of the 10 GHz spacing between the pixels of the input signal, resulting the
adjacent pixels to map onto a single frequency bin. The linewidth of these
two CW laser are 100 KHz, with the average power of 1 W each. There is a
relative pi/2 phase shift between the two laser which is introduced artificially
using the settings of the CW lasers in the VPI software. In practice, a
WaveShaper can achieve the same effect.
The input signal is then combined with the pump and sent through a
33.6 m of HNLF with a nonlinear index of 5.732× 10−20 m2 W−1 , and a
dispersion coefficient of D = 0.5× 10−6 s m−2 , and a dispersion slope of
0.026× 103 s m−3 near 1550. The FWM process multiplies the pump (the
spectral HT) and the input signal, in the time domain, mapping the con-
volution of the two (the edge of the input signal) onto the predicted idler
frequencies as depicted in figure 5.8.
5.4.3 Results
Now that the concept has been illustrated and the simulation setup has been
assembled, the performance of the system needs to be verified.
Figure 5.10(a) depicts the spectrum of the input signal and the pump
before the HNLF. The pattern 11011111 can be seen on the intensity of the
spectrum of the input signal. Figure 5.10(b) shows the spectrum of the input
signal, the pump, and the produced idlers at the output of the HNLF. The
idlers at the expected frequencies are marked with a small circle markers.
The produced pattern is 101100001 (right to left), which is a nine pixel pat-
ten representing the 9 potential edges of the input signal. There are several
extra idlers generated here as a result of the non-degenerate FWM process.
Fortunately these frequencies do not overlap with the expected frequencies
and can be filtered out using optical filter 2. Since the spacing between
the expected frequencies in the idler spectrum is 10GHz, the expected fre-
quencies can be easily filtered out in practice using commercially available
Finisiar WaveShaper which was employed in previous sections through out
this work. The results for the filtered idler are presented in figure 5.10(c)
which clearly conforms with the prediction in section 5.4.1 as the pattern
11011111 produces the edges of 101100001.
The simulation has been repeated for different patterns of the input sig-
nal, 11010101, 10001001, 11011101, and the results, that is the filtered idler
spectrum along with the input signals are presented in figures 5.11, 5.12,
and 5.13 respectively. It is clear that in all of these cases the filtered idlers
contain the edges of the input signal.
Overall, it is apparent that the system performs as conceptually predicted
as in section 5.4.1. This is the first implementation of an all-optical spectral
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Figure 5.10: Edge detection of the input signal (11011111) producing the
spectral pattern of (101100001) in the idler: (a) Spectrum of the input signal
(11011111) and the pump before the HNLF; (b) Spectrum at the output of
the HNLF; (c) Spectrum of the filtered idler frequencies containing the edge
pattern of 101100001
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Figure 5.11: (a) Spectrum of the input signal pattern of 11010101 (left to
right); (b) Spectrum of the filtered idler frequencies containing the edge
pattern of 111111101 (right to left).
HT, which shows that nonlinear FWM process can be employed to detect
the edges of a spectrally detected coherent comb source.
5.4.4 Discussion
In the simulations, coherent CW lasers were used to carry the image and for
the pump. For situations where potentially 1000s of pixels may be required,
this would be impractical. Instead a frequency comb source, a coherent
frequency comb source could be employed to achieve coherent single tone
pixels. Mode-locking techniques can also be employed to achieve coherent
pixels.
In the idler spectrum, many unwanted frequency tones were observed
in between the desired edge pixels, arising from the non-degenerate FWM
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Figure 5.12: (a) Spectrum of the input signal pattern fo 10001001(left to
right); (b) Spectrum of the filtered idler frequencies containing the edge
pattern of 110011011 (right to left).
process. This means that if a continuous spectrum sources such as a fem-
tosecond fibre laser source were to be employed, a band-gap needs to be
inserted between each pixel, large enough to allow filtering out the unwanted
frequencies.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter has explored the use of Hilbert transform functions studied
in Chapter 6 as a means of performing edge detection on STEAM images.
Firstly a review of existing HT techniques was conducted along with their
application to edge detection. It was then reasoned that the most effective
edge detection system could be realised using a simple 2-tap Hilbert trans-
form which could be implemented using a pair of CW lasers.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Spectrum of the input signal pattern of 11011101 (left to
right); (b) Spectrum of the filtered idler frequencies containing the edge
pattern of 101100111 (right to left).
The remainder of the chapter then explored systems to implement this
type of edge detection using VPI simulation. The first system showed a proof
of concept approach that relied on RF frequency modulation and detection
in order to achieve the STEAM signal processing. This was then adapted
to an all optical approach, borrowing the FWM approaches of Chapter 5.
The simulations of this investigation show that, provided the STEAM image
pixels can be maintained as coherent, then edge detection can be achieved,
but care must be taken to filter out the interfering FWM products that occur
between the output edge detection pixels. This is the first implementation of
an all-optical spectral edge detection system which can pave the way for real-
time implementation of terahertz cameras such as STAMP [37, 140, 141, 142]
for certain applications where the edges are the important information of an
image.
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The assumption in this chapter is that it is possible to achieve a coherent
frequency comb to use as a carrier of the STEAM image. While such a
coherent comb source has been demonstrated [117], they are quite difficult
to achieve in practice. Indeed the experimental demonstrations with comb
sources studied in Chapter 4 were performed with comb sources where each of
the come lines were un-locked from one and other. It would be advantageous
to relax this requirement for coherent comb lines. This may be possible by
borrowing concepts from Chapter 4 using an RF label tone modulated onto
each of the comb lines and the pumps to achieve coherence and observing
the interference between the various idler products formed by this RF tone.
If only a single RF tone were utilised, this would not require high speed
detection (similar to the IFM concept of [145]). Investigation of this approach
is nominated as future work.
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Conclusions and future work
The aim of this thesis was to develop techniques to process the vast amount
of high-speed data produced by fast temporal imaging systems avoiding the
electronic bottleneck. This objective was achieved by exploring two different
approaches.
First, the work concentrated on all-optical methods that can identify
similarities between a reference pattern and the output signal of ultrafast
temporal imaging systems; for example, all-optical AND gate, multiplication,
and XNOR gates realised using the FWM process. These methods can alert
the user when the particular valuable information arrives, and only then
engaging sophisticated electronics to process and store the data, mitigating
the burden of digital processing.
The second set of techniques focused reducing the amount of information
contained in an image. A method that can achieve this goal is edge detection.
In some applications, the relevant information is stored on the edges of an
image. By identifying the edges all optically, the amount of information that
needs to be analysed digitally reduces significantly.
In the process of accomplishing the first set of methods, it has been dis-
covered that a continuous spectrum light source, which is a typical source
for the STEAM camera can impose some constraints on the system mainly
due to stability and coherence of the source. Hence, before moving to the
second set of approach for image processing, the suitability of a frequency
comb source which is reported to be exhibit more stability and coherence
[98, 99], for the STEAM camera was investigated. The applicability of comb
sources as a platform for photonic signal processing was experimentally val-
idated and then a concept for all optical edge detection using comb sources
was theoretically investigated.
The following is a brief summary of the key results for each of the both
main techniques developed in this thesis. Furthermore, the directions for
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the future research is identified. Finally, some open questions which deserve
further study and contemplation are discussed.
6.1 Outcomes of this work
Chapter 3, demonstrated for the first time, all-optical pattern recognition
techniques which are compatible with ultrafast temporal imaging systems
such as time-stretch imaging [8, 37] and STEAM camera [6, 15]. Unlike
previous methods [71, 72, 73], the comparison was carried out all-optically
throughout the setup without the need for sophisticated electronics pattern
generators. Four wave mixing was harnessed for performing all-optical mul-
tiplication and subtraction. Since the comparison was carried out in the
optical domain, the electronic bandwidth limitation is avoided.
The proposed systems were advanced for two primary types of images,
opaque intensity, and transparent phase images. First, an experimental proof
of concept confirmed the applicability of the proposed intensity correlator by
multiplying two 1-D patterns using FWM and integrating the results using
an electrical low pass filter. The maximum bandwidth of the low pass filter
is determined by the frame rate of the system which was of the order of
tens of megahertz. The concept was extended to 2-D images via numerical
simulation of the full physical STEAM camera.
Similar to the 2-D intensity system, the 2-D phase system was also demon-
strated by numerically simulating the physical STEAM camera. This phase
system exploited the ability of FWM to subtract phase information. Be-
cause of dealing with the phase information directly, the proposed method
eliminated the need for phase-intensity conversion schemes [92, 93]. The
implementation was the first proposal and numerical validation of pattern
recognition of the STEAM images directly using the phase information. It
exhibited a distinctively higher extinction ratio compared to the intensity
system which is a significant advantage of the phase system.
The performance of both intensity and phase systems were numerically
assessed in the presence of image noise. It was shown that the novel phase
system is robust in the presence of image noise, which highlights another
potential advantage of processing phase images directly using an all optical
comparison unit such as FWM.
The investigations of Chapter 3 indicated that it was possible to exploit
nonlinear optics to perform all optical signal processing. However, a ma-
jor limitation was the power and coherence of each pixel and the dispersion
required to achieve the spectral/temporal transform. To achieve efficient
FWM between pixels, it would be beneficial if each pixel had the coher-
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ence, intensity and narrow spectral width similar to a laser line. Frequency
combs have shown to exhibit these characteristics and in disciplines such as
spectroscopy have resulted in well-resolved absorption and emission spectra
[98, 99]. Hence, Chapter 4 focused on demonstrating the suitability of a fre-
quency comb as the light source carrying the STEAM image and showed that
it would be possible to perform all optical signal processing for the STEAM
camera. To illustrate the signal processing capabilities of the comb source a
HT was emulated. A temporal HT filter was designed based on transversal
filtering using an integrated frequency comb source. The frequency comb
source was used to copy the impulse response of the HT in the frequency do-
main and using a dispersive fibre the frequency pattern was mapped into the
time domain realising the transversal HT. An MZM was used to apply the
HT to an RF signal. This experimental demonstration was built on the pre-
vious implementations because the employment of a high-quality integrable
comb source made the system highly integrable, and more stable. More than
a 5-octave bandwidth was achieved while maintaining a nearly frequency in-
dependent quadrature phase over the pass-band. . This appears to be the
broadest bandwidth microwave photonic Hilbert transform demonstrated to
date.
HTs based on spatial optic elements have previously been shown to have
some applications in image processing and edge detection. Inspired by the
spatial HT design in literature and the work presented in Chapter 4, Chapter
5 first investigated edge detection of STEAM signals using a modified 2-tap
HT via VPI simulation. This was the first implementation of the HT for edge
detection using fibre optics techniques. Then, inspired by the edge detection
scheme performed using a 2-tap transversal HT, a novel spectral all optical
edge detection method was investigated and validated using the VPI software.
The practicality of the system has been assessed, and the system could be
successfully implemented using a coherent frequency comb source. This is a
potentially significant development for ultrafast imaging systems because this
method can perform edge detection of spectral information without the need
for frequency-to-time mapping. Ultrafast imaging systems such as STAMP
cannot operate in real-time because of their terahertz frame rates, meaning
that they can only process a few frames at a time. Exploiting spectral edge
detection can reduce the amount of relevant information for these cameras
and render them potentially suitable for real-time processing of non-repetitive
and hard-to-synchronise events.
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6.2 Future work
Experimental implementation using a temporal imaging platform
The first and most obvious extension of our work is the experimental imple-
mentation of the concepts in a temporal imaging system such as the STEAM
camera.
The implementation of the intensity pattern recognition system in a time-
stretching imaging application should have minimal practical challenges, as
the 1-D correlation scheme was already experimentally verified.
The practical measures that need to be taken for experimental imple-
mentation of the phase system in an imaging system have been discussed
extensively in section 3.5. The most significant hurdle is the fabrication
of the summing network. However, a filter with similar characteristics has
already been fabricated base on a fibre Bragg grating design [97].
The performance of the 2-tap edge detection system also needs to be
tested in a suitable imaging application. However, given that the transversal
HT has been experimentally tested for up to 20 number of taps, the practical
implementation of this system also should have minor obstacles contingent
on availability of a time-stretch or a STEAM imaging system.
Quality of the frequency-to-time mapping
In this work, for the frequency-to-time mapping of the spectrally encoded
information, the amount of accumulated dispersion used was enough to sat-
isfy the condition in equation (3.3). Using a smaller amount of dispersion
could mean inaccurate or low-quality frequency-to-time mapping. Since here
both the reference and the input signal are of the same nature, using smaller
accumulated dispersion could translate to the same numerical error in the
quality of the frequency-to-time mapping of both the reference and the input
signal. So potentially, the detection of similar information could be carried
out at a much faster rate. Following the detection, the extra dispersion could
be applied to satisfy the condition in equation (3.3) to achieve an accurate
dispersive FT. The minimum amount of dispersion that under which the sys-
tems can still operate needs to be experimentally analysed and quantified.
Experimental demonstration of the spectral HT
Finally and obviously, the simulated spectral HT needs to be experimentally
verified. A coherent frequency comb source is required to achieve the practi-
cal implementation. In addition, the feasibility of the scheme in conjunction
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with the terahertz STAMP camera in a suitable application can be investi-
gated, and the pathways towards the development of a terahertz real-time
imaging system can be examined.
Applications beyond image processing
While some of the techniques presented in this thesis were mainly focused
on image processing applications due to the described impetus in Chapter 1,
there is also a high potential for diverse and exciting applications such as in
telecommunications, metrology, microwave engineering, and information pro-
cessing, whenever the electronic bottleneck is an obstacle. Advantages such
as ultrahigh-speed, and parallelism, makes it worthwhile to investigate the
potential applications of the techniques developed in this thesis. For instance,
the pattern recognition techniques developed in Chapter 3 can be employed
in the telecommunication industry for pattern header recognition to name
just one example. The microwave photonics Hilbert transform developed in
Chapter 4 has numerous applications in data modulation and demodulation.
Finally, the spectral all-optical edge detection system developed in Chapter
5 could be expanded to perform Hilbert transformation of spectral informa-
tion in relevant applications at data rates orders of magnitude faster than
the current capabilities of electronic systems.
6.3 Open questions
Apart from the obvious advancements to this work, some potentially signifi-
cant directions deserve some scrutiny.
The spectral HT which can perform edge detection entirely in the spectral
domain without the need for frequency-to-time mapping.This avoids the need
to slow down the signal. Similarly, it may be possible to achieve multipli-
cation, subtraction and comparison functionality of Chapter 3 for spectrally
encoded signals without the need for frequency-to-time mapping using arti-
ficial neural networks (ANN) or reservoir computers. This could open the
door to much faster imaging diagnosis systems.
ANNs are emulations of the neural network in the human brain. An ANN
consists of a network of neurones which are internally connected [146]. The
input and output of each neuron are related via a nonlinear function [147].
In [148], it was shown that the nonlinear FWM process is a good candidate
to emulate a neuron functionality, and it was employed to implement an
analogue to digital converter with 40 Gb/s performance.
In [149], a numerical implementation of pattern recognition of STEAM
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signals using reservoir computing was presented. For each neural cell, a
nonlinear microring resonator was employed.
Having mentioned the above implementations, It may be plausible to
realise an ANN based on the FWM process to perform subtraction and mul-
tiplication or any sort of comparison of spectrally encoded signals without
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